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The origin of the phenomenological deterministic laws that approximately govern the quasiclassical
domain of familiar experience is considered in the context of the quantum mechanics of closed systems
such as the universe as a whole. A formulation of quantum mechanics is used that predicts probabilities
for the individual members of a set of alternative coarse-grained histories that decohere, which means
that there is negligible quantum interference between the individual histories in the set. We investigate
the requirements for coarse grainings to yield decoherent sets of histories that are quasiclassical, i.e.,
such that the individual histories obey, with high probability, effective classical equations of motion in-
terrupted continually by small fluctuations and occasionally by large ones. We discuss these require-
ments generally but study them specifically for coarse grainings of the type that follows a distinguished
subset of a complete set of variables while ignoring the rest. More coarse graining is needed to achieve
decoherence than would be suggested by naive arguments based on the uncertainty principle. Even
coarser graining is required in the distinguished variables for them to have the necessary inertia to ap-
proach classical predictability in the presence of the noise consisting of the fluctuations that typical
mechanisms of decoherence produce. We describe the derivation of phenomenological equations of
motion explicitly for a particular class of models. Those models assume configuration space and a funda-
mental Lagrangian that is the difference between a kinetic energy quadratic in the velocities and a poten-
tial energy. The distinguished variables are taken to be a fixed subset of coordinates of configuration
space. The initial density matrix of the closed system is assumed to factor into a product of a density
matrix in the distinguished subset and another in the rest of the coordinates. With these restrictions, we
improve the derivation from quantum mechanics of the phenomenological equations of motion govern-
ing a quasiclassical domain in the following respects: Probabilities of the correlations in time that define
equations of motion are explicitly considered. Fully nonlinear cases are studied. Methods are exhibited
for finding the form of the phenomenological equations of motion even when these are only distantly re-
lated to those of the fundamental action. The demonstration of the connection between quantum-
mechanical causality and causality in classical phenomenological equations of motion is generalized.
The connections among decoherence, noise, dissipation, and the amount of coarse graining necessary to
achieve classical predictability are investigated quantitatively. Routes to removing the restrictions on
the models in order to deal with more realistic coarse grainings are described.
PACS number(s): 03.65.Bz, 03.65.Ca, 03.65.Db, 98.80.8p
I. INTRODUCTION
In a universe governed at a fundamental level by
quantum-mechanical laws, characterized by indetermina-
cy and distributed probabilities, what is the origin of the
phenomenological, deterministic laws that approximately
govern the quasiclassical domain of everyday experience?
What features and limitations of these classical laws can
Permanent address: Lauritsen Laboratory, California Insti-
tute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125.
be traced to their underlying quantum-mechanical origin?
This paper addresses such questions in the context of the
quantum mechanics of closed systems —most realistically
and generally the universe as a whole.
It is a familiar notion in the quantum mechanics of
simple "measured" systems that some coarseness in their
description is needed if they are to approximate classical
behavior. The Heisenberg uncertainty principle, for ex-
ample, limits the accuracy with which position and
momentum can be specified simultaneously. Successions
of such suitably crude measurements of position and
momentum can be correlated by the classical equations of
motion following from the fundamental action of the sys-
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tern, provided there is a suitable initial state —typically a
narrow wave packet.
In discussing the quasiclassical domain of familiar ex-
perience, however, we are dealing with a much more gen-
eral situation than is envisioned by elementary analyses
of the above type. We are concerned, first of all, with the
classical features that may be exhibited by the behavior of
the closed system irrespective of whether those features
are receiving attention from "observers. " We should be
able to deal, for example, with the classical behavior of
the Moon whether or not any "observer" is looking at it.
Second, we are necessarily concerned, not just with classi-
cal behavior exhibited by correlations among events at a
few times of our choosing, but also with the classical be-
havior of whole orbits in as refined a description of the
system as is possible. Third, we are concerned with phe-
nomenological equations of motion, the form of which
may be only very indirectly related to that of the funda-
mental action. The fundamental action, after all, may be
that of heterotic superstring theory, while the equations
of motion (such as the Navier-Stokes equation) governing
the familiar quasiclassical domain involve such quantities
as the averages of the densities of field energy and mo-
menta over volumes very much larger than the Planck
scale. Further, the applicability of effective classical
equations of motion may be branch dependent, that is,
contingent on events that have happened. The classical
equations governing the motion of the Moon, for exam-
ple, are contingent on its actually having formed in the
early history of the solar system. In such general situa-
tions, simply identifying the form of the phenomenologi-
cal classical equations of motion becomes an important
problem.
It is a characteristic feature of the general situations
described above that a much coarser graining is needed
for quasiclassical behavior would be naively suggested by
arguments based on the uncertainty principle. As we
shall argue below, a large amount of coarse graining is
needed to accomplish decoherence, which is an important
ingredient of quasiclassical behavior as well as a sufficient
(stronger than necessary) condition for assigning proba-
bilities to the coarse-grained histories of the closed sys-
tem. Further coarse graining is then necessary to achieve
the "inertia" required for approximate predictability in
the presence of the noise from the fluctuations that typi-
cal mechanisms of decoherence involve. All this coarse
graining has important consequences for the form of the
effective classical equations of motion. Their form may
be as much influenced by the character of the coarse
graining and the mechanisms of decoherence as by the
fundamental equations of motion. The effective classical
equations of motion necessarily include phenomena like
dissipation arising from the mechanisms that produce
decoher ence. This paper is concerned with general
methods of deriving the form of the phenomenological
classical equations of motion and with the description of
the noise that causes deviations from those equations and
from classical predictability. As a result of the coarse
graining, the noise includes the effects of classical (typi-
cally statistical-mechanical) fiuctuations as well as quan-
tum fluctuations, and these effects are mixed. The result-
ing indeterminacy, as indicated above, goes far beyond
the elementary indeterminacy of the Heisenberg uncer-
tainty principle. An accurate framework for prediction
may be achieved by incorporating a generalized Langevin
force that represents this noise into the classical equation
of motion. Our paper is therefore concerned with the
derivation of the general form and distribution of such
forces as well as with the equation itself.
It is known, of course, that even in the classical deter-
ministic limit one can encounter in nonlinear systems the
phenomenon of chaos, in which the sensitivity of the out-
come to the initial conditions is exponential in time. In
the presence of chaos, even small fiuctuations (including
quantum fluctuations) can be amplified to produce large
uncertainties in later behavior. A treatment of this com-
bined effect of classical chaos and of indeterminacy aris-
ing from quantum mechanics, including the associated
coarse graining, has often proved elusive in discussions of
quantum chaos, but is amenable to analysis by the
methods we shall describe [l].
II. DECOHERENCE, INERTIA,
AND EQUATIONS OF MOTION
In this section we give a qualitative discussion of the
role of decoherence in the derivation of phenomenologi-
cal classical equations of motion. This will serve to re-
view some aspects of the quantum mechanics of closed
systems, motivate the subsequent mathematical deriva-
tions, and make connections with earlier work known to
us. For the quantum mechanics of closed systems, we
follow our discussion in Refs. [2—4], where references to
the earlier literature may be found.
Most generally, quantum mechanics predicts the prob-
abilities of the individual members of a set of alternative,
coarse-grained, time histories of a closed system. By a
coarse-grained history we mean, for example, one for
which not every variable is specified and those that are
specified are not fixed at every time or with arbitrary pre-
cision. It is evident why coarse-grained histories are of
interest to us as observers of the universe. Our observa-
tions fix only a tiny fraction of the variables describing
the universe and fix those only very imprecisely. As ob-
servers we therefore necessarily deal with a very coarse-
grained description of the closed system in which we live.
However, from the theoretical point of view, it is not
necessary that the description be so very coarse-grained
or that the coarse graining be so dependent on us. There
is a more fundamental reason for interest in sets of
coarse-grained alternative histories: In the quantum
mechanics of closed systems, probabilities may be as-
signed only to those sets of histories for which there is
negligible quantum-mechanical interference between the
individual histories in the set (given the system s Hamil-
tonian and initial quantum state) [5,6,2]. We shall define
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various kinds of decoherence' [3], all of which imply the
vanishing of this interference and for all of which coarse
graining is necessary. An arbitrarily fine-grained descrip-
tion of the universe would reveal the phase correlations
between histories, while in a coarse-grained description
they may be absent. The probabilities of decoherent sets
of coarse-grained alternative histories constitute the use-
ful predictions in quantum mechanics.
Among the coarse-grained decohering sets of alterna-
tive histories of this universe must be the sets that de-
scribe the quasiclassical domain of familiar experience.
These consist of histories that, for the most part, are
defined by ranges of values of "quasiclassical operators"
correlated in time with high probability by classical phe-
nomenological laws. We have discussed elsewhere the
problem of distinguishing such quasiclassical domains
from all other decohering sets of histories and in particu-
lar the problem of deriving the form of the "quasiclassi-
cal operators" that characterize them [2,3]. Here, we
want to focus on a more specific and less general ques-
tion. That is the question of the derivation and form of
the classical phenomenological equations of motion as-
suming a coarse graining is given that leads to decoher-
ence.
A simple form of coarse graining consists of averaging
over some variables and following the remaining ones.
Let us call the two classes of variables "ignored" and
"distinguished, " respectively. Widely occurring mecha-
nisms of decoherence involve the rapid dispersal of
~The term "decoherence" is used in several different ways in
the literature. We have used the term to refer to a property of a
set of alternative histories of a closed system. Specifically, a set
of coarse-grained histories decoheres when there is negligible in-
terference between the individual histories in the set as mea-
sured by one of the several conditions discussed in this section.
In the literature the term "decoherence" has also been used to
refer to the decay in time of the off-diagonal elements of a re-
duced density matrix defined by a coarse graining of variables at
a single moment of time, for example, the density matrix defined
by Eq. (4.22). These two notions are not exactly the same. A re-
duced density matrix can be defined for those special coarse
grainings that distinguish a fixed set of coordinates. However,
the vanishing of the off-diagonal elements of this reduced densi-
ty matrix at a succession of times is not identical with the
decoherence of the corresponding histories, as will be discussed
in Sec. IV. Yet the two notions are not unconnected. In the ac-
cessible, although unrealistic, model coarse grainings of the
kind studied in this paper, where both notions are defined, typi-
cal mechanisms of decoherence ensure the validity of both.
(See, e.g., Ref. [4], Sec. II.6.4). A general notion of mechanism
of decoherence can be defined [7] that generalizes the reduced
density-matrix definition of decoherence in the context of the
decoherence of histories and characterizes more precisely how
they are connected. It would be clearer to use the terms
"decoherence of histories" when referring to one notion and
"decoherence of density matrices" when referring to the other.
In this paper, by "decoherence" we always mean the decoher-
ence of sets of histories as defined precisely in this section.
quantum-mechanical phase information among the ig-
nored variables as they interact with the distinguished
ones. Thus, for example, sets of histories that distinguish
the center-of-mass positions of bodies as light as a grain
of dust can be very efhciently "decohered" by the col-
lisions of the bodies with the omnipresent 3 K cosmic
background radiation [8]. Such interactions can be ex-
pected to produce deviations from the predictability that
characterizes classical behavior. That is, they produce
noise. For quasiclassica1 behavior, such that the dis-
tinguished variables mostly resist the noise and follow ap-
proximately classical predictable paths, a high inertia is
required for the distinguished variables. In general,
therefore, we expect that a much coarser graining is
necessary to achieve long stretches of predictable behav-
ior than is needed to achieve mere decoherence, and
decoherence, as we remarked, requires much coarser
graining than is needed for mere consistency with the un-
certainty principle. Furthermore, mechanisms that pro-
duce decoherence naturally lead to processes, such as dis-
sipation, that are necessarily included in the equations of
motion that describe predictable behavior. There are
thus connections among decoherence, noise, dissipation,
and the amount of coarse graining necessary to achieve
classical predictability. This paper explores those con-
nections.
The habitually decohering quasiclassical operators that
characterize our everyday quasiclassical domain include
such "hydrodynamic" variables as the averages, over
suitable volumes, of densities of energy, momentum, and
other conserved or approximately conserved quantities.
Such coarse grainings are not of the simple type de-
scribed above in which the coordinates of a configuration
space are separated once and for all into a set "dis-
tinguished" by the coarse graining and a set that is "ig-
nored. " First, the coarse grainings corresponding to
these averages are not defined by ranges of coordinates.
In addition, realistic coarse grainings are, in general,
branch dependent, meaning in this case, that the volumes
over which the averages can be usefully taken are con-
tingent on prior events in specific histories [2]. However,
since the simple types of coarse graining are more easily
analyzed than the realistic ones, we shall begin our dis-
cussion with a class of model problems that are based on
distinguished and ignored coordinates and later return to
how to generalize our results to more realistic situations.
Our central result is a derivation of the classical equa-
tion of motion, including effective forces and noise, for a
specific type of coarse graining of the histories of a class
of quantum systems. Each system is assumed to have a
Lagrangian that is the difference between a kinetic energy
quadratic in the velocities and a potential energy in-
dependent of velocities but allowed to be fully nonlinear.
Coarse grainings are considered that distinguish a fixed
subset of the coordinates of the system's configuration
space while ignoring the rest. The initial density matrix
of the closed system is assumed to factor into a product
of a density matrix in the distinguished variables and
another density matrix in the ignored variables. We
show that when such sets of coarse-grained histories
decohere, the quantum-mechanical probabilities of the in-
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dividual coarse-grained histories can be represented as
the probabilities of the histories of a classical system
evolving from distributed initial conditions under the ac-
tion of a stochastic force. The initial conditions follow a
Wigner distribution derivable from the initial density ma-
trix. The distribution of the "total force" (including the
inertial term "—ma") is a kind of generalization to his-
tories of the Wigner distribution; it is derivable from the
decoherence functional that measures quantum coher-
ence. Neither of these distributions is, in general, posi-
tive. The effective classical equation of motion is the con-
dition that the expected value of the total force vanish.
When the noise arising from the stochastic force is al-
most negligible, so that the deviations from the effective
classical equation of motion are small, then we achieve
classical predictability. The noise, whether small or not,
can be treated by incorporating a generalized Langevin
force into the effective equation of motion. The distribu-
tion of the "total force" can also be regarded as a distri-
bution of this Langevin force; it is, in general, non-
Gaussian and, as mentioned above, not necessarily posi-
tive, as is to be expected from the quantum-mechanical
nature of the problem.
Our characterization of the effective classical equation
of motion and the Langevin noise distribution leads to a
method of identifying the equation of motion and a sys-
tematic expansion procedure for calculating the noise dis-
tribution. These techniques are not restricted to linear
problems or Gaussian noise. The key to the method is
that the decoherence functional, which depends on a pair
of coarse-grained histories, can be expressed as a path in-
tegral over a quantity exp(iA ), where we can expand 2
in a power series in the difference between the dis-
tinguished coordinates in one history and those in the
other. For the familiar mechanisms of decoherence, to
which we alluded above, the higher-order terms in the ex-
pansion are expected to be small, and we can start by re-
taining only the linear and quadratic terms, which permit
us to treat nonlinear equations of motion with Gaussian
noise. The higher-order terms then give the non-
Gaussian corrections to the distribution of the Langevin
force.
As mentioned above, we would like to treat still more
general and more realistic problems, in which we escape
the limitation to coarse graining that begins with dis-
tinguished and ignored coordinate variables, as well as
the restriction to factored initial density matrices and the
prohibition of velocity-dependent potentials. We discuss
at length some ideas of how to free ourselves from these
limitations.
The details of the models are described in Sec. III. The
various types of decoherence are discussed in Sec. IV.
Section V introduces distribution functionals for the "to-
tal force" described above and the representation of
quantum-mechanical probabilities in terms of them. In
Sec. VI the equation of motion and distribution of noise
are calculated for the well-known case of linear systems.
The explicit generalization to nonlinear cases is given in
Sec. VII. The comparison of these results with the corre-
sponding classical analyses is discussed in Sec. VIII. Sec-
tion IX describes routes to more general coarse grainings
and Sec. X contains some brief conclusions.
There have been, of course, a great many discussions of
the derivation of classical behavior from quantum
mechanics, and it is perhaps appropriate to offer a few
comments on the similarities and differences between the
present discussion and that great body of literature. As
already mentioned, we aim beyond the elementary discus-
sions of the classical behavior of measured systems based
on Ehrenfest's theorem, the WKB approximation, or the
Wigner distribution. Such analyses do not usually treat
noise, cover the e+ectiue classical equations of motion in-
cluding such phenomena as dissipation, consider coarse
grainings (other than very obvious ones), or deal seriously
with the probabilities of time histories by which roughly
predictable quasiclassical behavior is inevitably defined.
(Analyses based on the steepest-descent approximation to
Feynman's path integral do consider histories but do not
typically address the other issues. )
Derivations of the equations of hydrodynamics from
statistical physics, as, for example, in Ref. [9,10,11,12],
necessarily include phenomena like dissipation. Howev-
er, those accounts known to us derive equations of
motion for the expectation values of hydrodynamic vari-
ables. In quantum mechanics a system may be said to
obey a classical equation of motion when the probability
is high for the correlations in time that the equation of
motion requires. For example, the center of mass of the
Earth can be said to obey Newton's law of motion when
the probability is high that successive determinations of
the position of the center of mass of the Earth will be
correlated according to that law. A complete derivation
of classical equations of motion for quantum systems
therefore requires the consideration of the probabilities
for time histories, not just the study of the evolution of
expected values. That is important, because the require-
ments of decoherence include the restriction on which
sets of alternative histories may be assigned probabilities,
while there is no such restriction on which expected
values may be studied. Furthermore, it is through the
study of the probabilities for histories that the probabili-
ties for the inevitable deviations from classical predicta-
bility are most directly assessed. That is, only through a
study of the probabilities of time histories can we accu-
rately characterize the mixed quantum and classical-
statistical noise that characterizes those deviations.
The derivation of classical-statistical equations incor-
porating both classical determinism and stochastic noise
has been extensively discussed for linear systems. Evolu-
tion equations for probability distributions on phase
space were derived (in certain approximations) from the
evolution equation for the Wigner distribution by Cal-
deira and Leggett [13]and more recently by Hu, Paz, and
Zhang [14] and by Zurek [15]. Langevin equations have
also been extensively discussed for linear systems. Cal-
deira and Leggett [13], for example, discuss such equa-
tions, using techniques developed by Feynman and Ver-
non [16],and review earlier efforts. The extensive investi-
gation of linear systems in the quantum optics literature
is reviewed in Ref. [17] and treatments from the point of
view of statistical mechanics can be found in Refs.
[18,12]. None of that work, however, explicitly considers
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the probabilities of histories, by which classical behavior
is necessarily defined. Neither is there explicit con-
sideration of the decoherence of histories, which is a
prerequisite for the calculation of probabilities in the
quantum mechanics of a closed system. By using
decoherence and the probabilities of histories we not only
recover the standard Langevin equations for linear sys-
tems but also we can generalize these results to nonlinear
cases.
III. MODEL SYSTEMS
AND MODEL COARSE GRAINING
This paper is concerned with classical predictability in
a certain class of model quantum-mechanical systems de-
scribed by particular classes of model coarse grainings.
In this section we shall specify these models and coarse
grainings and review the theoretical framework in which
the decoherence and the probabilities of histories are
defined. We shall give a simplified version of this theoret-
ical framework and later discuss how it is related to more
general ideas in Sec. IV. That way the reader only in-
terested in the models and not in these general connec-
tions can proceed immediately from Sec. III to Sec. V.
We shall be brief. For greater detail the reader may con-
sult Refs. [2,3], and the references to the earlier literature
found therein.
We consider the quantum mechanics of a closed system
in the approximation that gross Auctuations in the
geometry of space time may be neglected. A background
space time is thus fixed and, in particular, there is a well-
defined time t. The usual apparatus of Hilbert space,
states, operators, etc. may then be applied in the
quantum-mechanical process of prediction. The funda-
mental dynamics of the system is governed by an action S
or its equivalent Hamiltonian H. The initial condition is
specified by a density matrix p.
The most refined possible description of a closed sys-
tem makes use of a set of fine-grained histories. The most
familiar set of fine-grained histories are the possible
paths, q~(t), in a configuration space of generalized coor-
dinates that completely describe the system. These paths
are the single ualued functions -q~(t) on a fixed time inter-
val, for example, [O, T ]. For example, in a system of sca-
lar fields each q~(t) might be the value of a field at a
different spatial point considered as a function of time.
(Our description is thus not restricted to nonrelativistic
physics. ) Configuration-space fine-grained histories are
the starting point for sum-over-histories formulations of
quantum mechanics and for the model coarse grainings
we shall mostly consider in this paper. More general pos-
sibilities are discussed in Sec. IV.
A partition of an entire set of fine-grained histories into
2Recently, Dowker and Halliwell [19] have studied the
decoherence of histories in explicit linear models and also, in
effect, derived, their classical equations of motion, although not
including a description of dissipation and noise.
exhaustive and exclusive classes defines a set of coarse-
grained histories; each class is an individual coarse-
grained history. The individual coarse-grained histories
in an exhaustive set may be grouped into new exclusive
sets. That is an operation of further coarse graining,
yielding a coarser-grained set of alternative histories.
The inverse operation of dividing a set of coarse-grained
histories into smaller classes of the fine-grained histories
is an operation called Pne graining Se. ts of coarse-
grained histories are partially ordered with respect to the
operations of fine and coarse graining. A rich variety of
coarse grainings is possible. As we mentioned before, the
histories of the quasiclassical domain of everyday experi-
ence, for example, are defined by coarse grainings utiliz-
ing ranges of values of averages over suitable spatial re-
gions of such "hydrodynamic" variables as the densities
of energy, momentum, charges, and currents. Such real-
istic coarse grainings are, in general, branch dependent,
that is, contingent on which of many possible events have
happened.
Because of their branch dependence, and because of
their indirect relation to the fundamental fields, realistic
coarse grainings are not as theoretically tractable as some
model coarse grainings that can be studied. In this paper
we shall study a familiar and instructive class of model
coarse grainings in which the coordinates q~ of
configuration space are divided into ones x ' that are dis-
tinguished by the coarse graining and the remaining onesQ", which are ignored. (For example, in a simplified
model of a universe of particles, the x' might label the
center-of-mass positions and orientations of a group of
massive bodies such as the planets and the Q" would
then be all the rest of the coordinates, including the inter-
nal coordinates of the bodies' constituents and the coor-
dinates of gas molecules, etc. that interact with the pla-
nets. ) Coarse-grained histories of this type are labeled by
partitions of the paths x'(t). An individual coarse-
grained history consists of a path x'(t) along with ail
possible paths Q "(t).
Further coarse graining of the classes of histories la-
beled by the paths x'(t) can be defined by sets of intervals
exhausting the whole range of the x' at a discrete se-
quence of times t, &t2 ( - &t„. These correspond to
intervals on the entire configuration space of q~ that are
unrestricted in the Q" but are subject to the stated re-
strictions on the x'. We denote the exhaustive sets of
such intervals at the successive times by I b, ' ],1
I b, ], . . . , I b, " ]. The index k on t6" ] labels the par-
ticular set, ak labels the particular interval in the set, and
tk is the time. An individual coarse-grained history in
such a set consists of the paths, q~(t), that thread a par
ticular sequence of regions, e.g. , 5' at t, , 6 at t2, etc. ,
1 2
and the whole set of coarse-grained histories is exhausted
as the different possible ways which paths pass through
the regions are enumerated. A particular coarse-grained
history thus corresponds to a sequence (a&, . . . , a„),
which we shall often abbreviate as just a.
The coherence between individual histories in a
coarse-grained set is measured by the decoherence func-
tional. This is a complex functional defined on a11 pairs
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of coarse-grained histories in an exhaustive set of such
histories. The sets of histories under discussion are
coarse grainings of fine-grained histories that are paths
q~(t) on the time interval [0,T]. The sum-over-histories
formulation of quantum mechanics is, therefore, con-
venient for introducing the decoherence functional; more
general formulations are discussed in the next section.
For the coarse grainings under discussion, the decoher-
ence functional is
D(a', a) = f 5q' f 5q 5(qf —qf )a' a
Xexp(i [S[q'(w)] S[q—(r)] I /fi)p(qo qo)
(3.1)
The path integral over q~(t) is over all paths that start at
q~0 at t=O, pass through the intervals 5', 6
of the x' at times t, « . t„, and wind up at qf~ at time
T. The path integral over q ~(t) is similarly defined. The
integrals include an integral over the initial q~0 and final
qf. Here, p(qo, qo) is the initial density matrix in the q
representation and S[q(~)] is the fundamental action.
The measure for the path integrals is the standard one in-
duced by the Liouville measure in phase space. It is de-
scribed explicitly in Sec. A of the Appendix. Equation
(3.1) has been compressed by omitting the indices on the
q~(t) and by denoting the entire sequence (a„.. . , a„) at
(t&, . . . , t„) by a single index a. We shall employ similar
conventions in the rest of the paper.
The coarse grainings under consideration distinguish
only the x' in the division q~=(x', Q"). Following an
analysis of Feynman and Vernon [16], the integrals over
the Q" may therefore be carried out over their whole
ranges unrestricted by the particular coarse-grained his-
tories considered. Suppose that the action may be
decomposed as
S[q(r)]=St„,[x(r)]+So[Q(r)]+S;„,[x(r),Q(~)] .
(3.2)
(The use of the subscript "free" does not mean that there
is no potential-energy term in Sf„,. There is, in general.
Rather it means that the action of the x's is free of any
interaction with the Q's. ) The integral over the Q's
defines W, a functional of the paths x '(t) and x ( t) and a
function of their initial end points x 0 and x0, as
exp[i'[x'(r) x(r) xo xo)/AIp(xo xo)
= f 5Q f 5Q5(Qf Qf)—exp(i [So[Q'(~)] +S;„,[ x( r), Q'( r)] S[oQ—( )r] —S;„,[x(r),Q(r)]I/fi)p(xo, Qo;xo, Qo) .
(3.3)
Here we have introduced the reduced density matrix p =Sp p associated with the coarse graining:
p(xo xo):f dQop(xo Qo'xo Qo) (3.4)
(3.5)
The functional 8'is only a slight generalization of the Feynman-Vernon inhuence phase and we shall continue to call
it that. It depends on the end points xo and xo implicitly through the paths x'(t) and x (t) because the actions on the
right-hand side of Eq. (3.3) are functionals of these paths. There is also an explicit dependence on xo and xo arising
from the dependence of p on these variables in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). We use the notation 8'[x'(w), x(w);xo, xo) to indi-
cate this dependence, the square bracket to indicate dependence on functions and the parentheses to indicate depen-
dence on variables, and we maintain this notation for other cases. The quantity 8'depends on the time interval T as
well, but we have not indicated this explicitly.
The decoherence functional may then be expressed in terms of 8'and p as
D(a', a)= f 5x' f 5x 5(xf —xf )exp(i [S„„[x'(r)]—St„,[x(r)]+W[ ( x), r(~x); ',x)x] /A')p(x', x ) .a' CX
S„„[x(r)]=f dt —x (t)Mx(t) V(x(t))—T 10 (3.6)
Thus all the contribution from the ignored variables is
summarized by the functional W[x'(t), x(t);xo, xo).
Restrictions on the form of the actions St„,[x ], So [Q ],
and S;„,[x,Q ], as well as on the form of the density ma-
trix p, will be needed for the explicit derivation of the
equation of motion, as described in the subsequent sec-
tions. We shall, for example, generally make the usual
assumption that St„,[x ( w) ] has a simple "kinetic minus
potential" form
where we have used an obvious matrix notation
x Mx =g,~x 'M, „x". Similar assumptions will be made
for So[Q(r)]. We shall assume that S;„,[x(r),Q(r)] is lo-
cal in time, that is, of the form
S,„,[x(~),Q(r)]= f dt L,„,[x(t),Q(t)], (3.7)0
with L;„, independent of velocities. These assumptions
restrict us only to a widely applicable class of models and
it is likely that similar results can be obtained from weak-
er assumptions.
A more restrictive assumption concerns the form of
the initial p. We shall make the conventional assumption
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[13,16] that p factors into a density matrix in x and
another in Q,
IV. DECOHERENCE
A. Decoherence in general
(3.8)p(xo Qo xo Qo)=P(xo xo)pa(Qo Qo) Quantum mechanics predicts the probabilities for the
individual members of a set of alternative coarse-grained
histories only when there is negligible quantum-
mechanical interference between the individual members
of the set [5,6,2]. Only then do the squares of amplitudes
define probabilities that are consistent with the sum rules
of probability theory. Sets of histories that exhibit negli-
gible interference are said to decohere weakly [3].
However, in quantum mechanics we are not interested
just in sets of histories that are consistent in the sense
that they can be assigned probabilities satisfying proba-
bility sum rules. We are interested also in sets of histories
that constitute the quasiclassical domain of everyday ex-
perience. It is this quasiclassical domain that lies at the
root of the interpretation of quantum mechanics. It is
through an understanding of this domain that quantum
mechanics acquires utility for our experience; "measure-
ment" situations arise precisely when variables become
highly correlated with the quasiclassical domain.
Stronger notions of decoherence are therefore useful to
characterize the realistic mechanisms of decoherence that
lead to a quasiclassical domain [3]. In this section we
shall review several notions of decoherence that we have
described in previous work, and we shall discuss their
connections with each other and with some other notions
of decoherence that have been introduced in the litera-
ture. We shall be brief. For greater detail the reader may
consult Refs. [2,3].
We begin by recalling how a set of alternative, coarse-
grained histories of a closed system is described generally
in quantum mechanics. The simplest kinds of histories
are specified by giving independent sets of alternatives at
a sequence of times t, & t2 - « t„. In the Heisenberg
picture, alternatives at one moment of time tk correspond
to a set of projection operators IP" (tk)]. The index k
denotes the set of alternatives at time tk, while the index
ak denotes the particular alternative within that set.
These projections represent exclusive alternatives, so they
are orthogonal for different alternatives, and they
represent an exhaustive set, so they sum to unity over all
alternatives. For example, for the coarse graining by
ranges of a distinguished set of variables x' described in
Sec. III, the projection P (tk ) would just be the projec-
tion onto the range 6 at time tk. An individual history
~k
in a set defined by a sequence of such sets of alternatives
corresponds to a sequence of particular alternatives
a=(a„. . . , a„). Each history is represented by the cor-
responding chain of projection operators:
so that the variables distinguished by the coarse graining
are initially uncorrelated with those it ignores. Of
course, we do not necessarily expect initial density matrix
of the whole universe to factor as in Eq. (3.8), but, for
widespread mechanisms of decoherence that operate
essentially locally in space and time when compared with
cosmological scales, Eq. (3.8) is an excellent approxima-
tion. For example, scattering by the cosmic background
radiation can efficiently decohere alternative positions of
the center of mass of a massive body coarse grained on
centimeter scales [8]. The coordinates of the body and
radiation may be correlated in the wave function of the
universe, but on the local scales where the mechanism
operates they are effectively uncorrelated, as described by
Eq. (3.8).
Factorization has a number of helpful consequences for
the form of W and p defined in Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4). First,
p is given by
(3.9)P(x o,xo ) =P(x o,xo )
Second, and most importantly, the inAuence phase 8'
contains no explicit dependence on xo and xo and we
may write W[x'(r), x(r)]. This will simplify the form of
the equation of motion, which would otherwise contain
terms arising from the explicit dependence on x o and xo.
For most of this paper, therefore, we are considering a
class of models defined by coarse grainings that distin-
guish a fixed subset of the coordinates of configuration
space, by actions that have the simple forms (3.2), (3.6),
and (3.7), and by an initial density matrix that factors as
in Eq. (3.8). Especially simple examples of such models
are the linear oscillator models studied by Feynman and
Vernon [16] and by Caldeira and Leggett [13]. In these
models a distinguished oscillator is coupled linearly to a
large number of other oscillators constituting a thermal
bath characterized by a temperature Tz. The density
matrix is assumed to factor as in Eq. (3.8). Let x(t) be
the coordinate of the distinguished oscillator and co~ its
frequency renormalized by its interactions with the oth-
ers. Then, in the case of a continuum of oscillators, cut
off at frequency 0, and in the Fokker-Planck limit of
kT& ))AQ))Acuz, Caldeira and Leggett find, for the
influence phase,
C =P" (r„) . . P' (r, ) . (4.1)
A completely fine-grained set of histories would consist of
one-dimensional projections onto complete sets of states
at each and every time. Sets of histories defined by sets of
projections that are not all one-dimensional or not at
every moment of time are said to be coarse-grained.
In the Heisenberg picture, every exhaustive set of or-
(3.10)
where y is a coupling constant summarizing the interac-
tion of the distinguished oscillator with the rest.
T8'[x'(r), x(r)] = —My dt(x'x' xx+x'x —xx')—
2M@kT~
+l I dt[x'(t) —x(t)]',o
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C „p=C +Cp, (4.2)
but is not itself necessarily a chain of projections of the
form (4.1). More precisely, if Ia] is a set of alternative
histories for the closed system defined by sets of alterna-
tive projections at a sequence of times, then coarser-
grained sets are defined by partitions of the [a] into ex-
clusive classes [a]. The classes correspond to the indivi-
dual histories in these coarser-grained sets and are
represented by operators C that are sums of the C:
thogonal projection operators in Hilbert space [P
represents, at any time, some set of alternatives for the
system. Of course, the alternatives corresponding to a
given set of projection operators will have different
descriptions in terms of fundamental fields when different
times are assigned to them. Similarly a sequence of sets
of projection operators define different alternative his-
tories when different times are assigned to the sets of pro-
jections. However, an assignment of time leads to mean-
ingful alternative histories only if the ordering of the
times corresponds to ordering of the projections as in Eq.
(4.1). If this time ordering is not respected, two incon-
sistent sets of alternatives could be assigned the same
time and the resulting alternatives would not be rneaning-
ful.
While in quantum mechanics we usually consider sets
of histories consisting of independent sets of alternatives
at sequences of times, a more realistic description is
achieved by generalizing this notion in two related ways
[2,4]. First, if a=(a&, . . . , a„) is a history and
P=(P„.. . , P„) is a distinct history then we may consid-
er the coarser-grained alternative that the system fol-
lowed either history a or history /3. The alternative a or
P is represented by the sum of the chains for a and P,
the following:
C =P" (t„;a„„.. . , ttt)
(4.4)
D(a', a) =Tr(C,pC ) (4.S)
for a density matrix p representing the initial condition
and operators C representing the individual histories.
The necessary and suScient condition for probability
sum rules to be satisfied is
where the P (tk', ak „.. . , a, ) define an exhaustive setk
of orthogonal projection operators as ak runs over all
values for fixed n&, . . . , ak &, corresponding to an ex-
haustive set of mutually exclusive alternatives for the
closed system. In limiting ourselves to projections that
depend only on previous alternatives rather than future
ones we have incorporated a notion of causality con-
sistent with the usual arrow of time in quantum mechan-
ics. Further generalizations to formulations without an
arrow of time are possible [20].
In the models that we treat in detail in this article, we
do not make use of branch dependence, since we assume
a fixed division of coordinates into those distinguished x'
and those ignored Q ", and the b, 's (intervals of x values)
are taken to be branch independent. We can thus employ
the simplified notation (4.1). It should be borne in mind,
though, that realistic coarse-grained histories do involve
branch dependence.
Having in hand this discussion of the possible sets of
alternative coarse-grained histories of a closed system, we
can now turn to the various notions of their decoherence.
The central quantity, the decoherence functional, is
defined generally for pairs of histories in a coarse-grained
set by
C =gC
(a&, . . . , a„)Ea
(4.3)
ReD(a', a)=0, a'Wa . (4.6)
These generalized C need not themselves be chains of
projections and thus we sometimes extend the use of C
to denote the operators representing individual histories
in these more general coarse-grained sets.
The second important generalization is to allow the
histories to be branch dependent, that is, for the set of al-
ternatives at time tk to depend on the values of earlier la-
bels a„.. . , ai, , [2,6]. Branch dependence is impor-
tant, because in a quasiclassical domain past events may
determine what is a suitable quasiclassical variable. For
example, if a quantum fluctuation gets amplified so that it
leads to condensation of a galaxy in one branch and no
such condensation in other branches, then the outcome
clearly inAuences what are suitable quasiclassical vari-
ables in the region where the galaxy would form.
For the general case of branch dependence, a better no-
tation than Eq. (4.1) for chains of projections would be
In previous work [3] we have called this the weak
In Ref. [2], Sec. X, we unnecessarily eliminated the possibility
of branch-dependent chains of the form (4.4) and restricted at-
tention to sets of ak 's that were independent of one another.
We did that in order to safeguard a special derivation of the
weak decoherence condition for assigning probabilities to alter-
native coarse-grained histories. In fact, that special derivation
is unnecessary, and as we shall see below weak decoherence can
easily be seen to be the necessary and suf5cient condition for the
probability calculus to apply to histories that are chains or sums
of chains, whether or not the choice of the set P" is branch
k
dependent.
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decohevence condition to distinguish it from stronger
decoherence conditions we shall discuss below. When a
set of histories weakly decoheres, the probability of a his-
tory a is the corresponding "diagonal" element of the
decoherence functional
p(a)=D(a, a) . (4.7)
Equation (4.6) is the necessary and suScient condition
that these numbers obey the sum rules of probability
theory. All that is needed to show this is to notice that
the probability that either of two histories will happen is
the sum of the probabilities of the two individual his-
tories if and only if the sum of the interference terms
represented by Eq. (4.6) vanishes. Weak decoherence is
the criterion by which quantum mechanics discriminates
between those sets of histories that can be assigned prob-
abilities and those that cannot.
A stronger notion of decoherence is provided by the
medium decohevence condition [3]
(4.10)
For a set of histories obeying exact medium decoherence,
the branches are orthogonal, as Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) show.
Therefore, there exists at least one set of orthogonal pro-
jection operators [R ] that project onto these branches
R.ie&=C. ie&, (4.11)
ject of this paper.
When the initial state is pure, exact medium decoher-
ence is equivalent to the existence of generalized records
for each history in the decohering set [3]. To see this, no-
tice that, for a pure initial condition p= ~%'& ( %~,
D(ct', a)=((+ICt )(C. l+&) . (4.9)
To every set of alternative histories there corresponds a
resolution of the pure initial state into branches:
le& = y(c. le&)= y p". (t„) p.' (t, )le& .
D(a', a)=0, a'Wa . (4.8)
where
Clearly medium decoherence implies weak decoherence,
but not the other way around. Medium decoherence is a
consequence of realistic mechanisms that are widespread
in the universe. It is, therefore, a natural condition to im-
pose in characterizing a quasiclassical domain. It is not,
by itself, sufhcient to single out a quasiclassical domain.
The necessary further criteria are a large part of the sub-
4As pointed out to us by Bob Griffiths, we have incorrectly at-
tributed the weak decoherence condition (4.6) to him (in Ref. [2)
and elsewhere). In fact, Oriffiths [5] and Omnes [6] employ a
weaker condition than Eq. (4.6) as the necessary and sufficient
condition for the "consistency of histories. " That is because
they require, in the notation of Eq. (4.1), that two chains of pro-
jections C and C ~ must have the real part of their interference
term vanish only if C +C is another chain of projections,
whereas we require it in the case of al/ the chains C and C ~
(see below). Our weak decoherence applies to coarse grainings
that are allowed to unite any two histories in the set being stud-
ied, while the "consistent histories" condition of Griffiths and
Omnes applies only to some of those coarse grainings. For ex-
ample, if n and a' differ in only one index, our approach and
theirs give the same conditions, but if a and a' differ in more
than one index, then Griffiths and Omnes do not always require
that Re[Tr(C pC )]=0 but rather a weaker condition. In
essence Griffiths and Omnes restrict themselves to histories
defined by independent alternatives at a sequence of times.
Each history corresponds to a sequence of such alternatives and
therefore to a chain of projections. They do not therefore in-
corporate branch dependence, at least in the sense of Eq. (4.4).
In the models studied in this paper, the stronger conditions are,
in fact, satisfied. The whole of any off-diagonal element of the
decoherence functional approximately vanishes —not just the
real part. Also, when more of the indices in a and a' differ, the
decoherence condition (4.8) is satisfied more strongly, not more
weakly. This gives us some confidence that our stronger condi-
tions are physically realistic.
R R =5 .R and g R =I, (4.12)
so that the projections [R ] are exclusive and exhaus-
tive.
Now we can also assign projection operators R to
coarse grainings of the histories [a], that is, sums of
chains of projections [C ]. To every such coarser-
grained history, representing the union of a subset of the
histories [a] or the sum of the corresponding [C ], we
assign the projection operator that is the sum of the cor-
responding [R ]. That is perfectly consistent with the
extension of Eq. (4.8) to the coarser-grained histories.
The resulting R's have the property that progressive Ane
graining of the coarser-grained histories results in a se-
quence of nested R's, projecting onto smaller and smaller
subspaces of Hilbert space, where each such space is a
subspace of the preceding one.
When the branches C ~4 &%0 do not form a complete
set of orthogonal states for the Hilbert space, there can
be many sets of projections [R J that obey the condi-
tions (4.11) and (4.12). When the branches do form a
complete set, then the [R ] are unique; they are just the
projections onto the single states C ~%'&. The set of his-
tories [a] is then said to be full [3]. The R's for coarse
grainings of the histories [a] are then also unique: for
the further coarse-grained history that corresponds to the
union of a given subset of the [a], the corresponding R is
just the sum of the relevant R and projects onto the
space spanned by the corresponding vectors
C. ie& =R.iq &.
When assigned a time after t„ in the sequence
t, &t « t„, the R 's may be thought of as
representing generalized records of the histories. They
may not represent records in the usual sense of being con-
structed from quasiclassical variables accessible to us, but
the condition (4.11) means that at any time there is com-
plete information somewhere in the universe about the
histories [a].
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P" (t„) . P' (t, )pP' (t, ). P" (t„)
Tr[P" (t„) P' (t, )pP' (t) . . P" (t„)] (4.13)
which can be utilized for all future predictions without
concern about the other values of a„.. . , ak. For a pure
state, this corresponds to the "reduction of the state vec-
tor":
I+)—++ /P" (tk) . P' (t&)l+), (4.14)
where X is the trace in Eq. (4.13).
When the past is permanent, we may still lose the abili-
ty to retrodict the probabilities of alternatives in the past
through the impermanence or inaccuracy of present
records but not from the failure of those past alternatives
to decohere in the face of the projections that describe in
formation we acquire as we advance into the future Yet.
The above discussion shows that rnediurn decoherence
in a pure initial state implies the existence of generalized
records. The converse is also true. The existence of or-
thogonal generalized record projections satisfying Eq.
(4.11) ensures the medium decoherence of the corre-
sponding set of histories through Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9). Ex-
act medium decoherence can thus be characterized by
records, and the physical formation of records is a way to
understand mechanisms by which medium decoherence
occurs. In the example implicit in the work of Joos and
Zeh [8], histories describing successive alternative posi-
tions of a dust grain, initially in a superposition of posi-
tions about a millimeter apart, very accurately satisfy the
condition of medium decoherence simply by virtue of the
scattering by cosmic background radiation photons. The
successive scatterings of these photons effectively create
records of the histories of positions of the dust grain in
the electromagnetic degrees of freedom. The commuting
records of successive positions are stored independently
in the vastness of cosmological space as the photons
move off at the speed of light. They may not be accessi-
ble to us, but their existence is a way of understanding
how this mechanism of medium decoherence works.
The permanence of the past is a feature of the quasi-
classical domain that is naturally explained by medium
decoherence when there is a pure initial condition. By
permanence of the past we mean the feature of a quasi-
classical domain that what has happened in the past is in-
dependent of any information expressed by a future pro-
jection. Neither the decoherence of past alternatives nor
the selection of a particular past alternative is threatened
by new information. "The Moving Finger writes; and
having writ, Moves on: nor all thy Piety nor Wit Shall
lure it back to cancel half a Line, Nor all thy Tears wash
out a Word of it" [21].
In other words, we are discussing the property of the
decohering coarse-grained histories I aj that, at any of
the times tk, there is, for each history up to that time, an
efFective density matrix [4]
we know that such continued decoherence of the past is
not guaranteed in general by quantum mechanics. Ad-
joining future alternatives to a set of histories is a fine
graining of that set and in general a fine graining of a
decoherent set of histories may no longer decohere. Veri-
fying the continued decoherence of all the past alterna-
tives as we fine grain our set of histories to deal with the
future would in general require significant computation.
We would have to check that the branches corresponding
to every alternative past that might have happened con-
tinue to be orthogonal in the presence of their newly ad-
joined sets of projections. Yet we adjoin sets of projec-
tions onto ranges of quasiclassical operators without
making this calculation, secure in the faith that previous
alternatives will continue to decohere despite this fine
graining. It is this assumption of continued decoherence
of the past that permits the focus for future predictions
on the one branch corresponding to our particular histo-
ry and the discarding of all others. In other words, we
pointed out above, it is the permanence of the past that
permits the "reduction of the state vector. "
If we consider, instead of the set of histories
I a] = I (a„.. . , a„)I, the set of abbreviated histories[(a„.. . , ak)I with k &n, running up to time tk &t„,
that is an example of a coarser graining of the set of
coarse-grained histories IaI. As these abbreviated his-
tories get further a's (ak+, then az+z, etc. ) adjoined to
them, that represents a sequence of fine grainings of the
coarser-grained histories I (a&, . . . , ak ) ].
If p is pure, there are nested records R corresponding
to these abbreviated histories. When further a's are ad-
joined, as the histories unfold from (a„.. . , ak ) to(a„.. . , ak+, ), etc. , up to (a„.. . , a„), the nested
record operators are projections onto subspaces of Hil-
bert space that progressively narrow. In such a situation,
the past always continues to decohere as the histories ad-
vance into the future. In fact, the physical formation of
nested, generalized record operators R guarantees, in
general, the permanence of the past, including not only
the permanence of its decoherence, but also the per-
manence of the selection of particular past alternatives as
well.
If we relax the condition of exact decoherence and con-
sider approximate medium decoherence, defined by the
approximate validity of Eq. (4.8), then it is possible to un-
derstand more about the formation of records and the
origins of medium decoherence for the kind of model
coarse grainings studied in this paper, which distinguish
particular coordinates and ignore a large number of oth-
ers. The Hilbert space is a tensor product of a Hilbert
space of functions of the distinguished coordinates, &,
and one for the ignored coordinates, &~. The coarse-
grained histories consist of chains of projections at times
t&, t2, . . . that, in the Schrodinger picture, act only on &
and represent partitions of some complete set of states in
at each time. In the models, these states are, in fact,
For a more detailed analysis in terms of histories, see Ref. [4].
6For further and less informal discussion see Ref. [4], Sec.
II.3.2.
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+( xQ, t o)~ g P„' (x)y„(Q) . (4.15)
The right-hand side is iII(x, Q, t, ) in the Schrodinger pic-
ture and (x(t, )=x,Q(t, )=Q~V) in the Heisenberg pic-
ture. The coefficients y„are in general neither normal-
1
ized nor orthogonal for different r&. A coarse graining
divides the r, up into exclusive and exhaustive sets I a, I.
The sum on the right of Eq. (4.15) may be similarly
decomposed:
just the localized states in x' at each time, but for greater
generality we shall consider different complete orthogo-
nal sets at each time represented by wave functions
I p„' (x) [ at time t„ I Q„(x)] at time t2, etc. In the subse-
quent discussion we shall augment this notation to indi-
cate the branch dependence of the possible orthogonal
sets.
In order to make a connection with the thinking of
some authors, we shall take a brief excursion into the
Schrodinger picture, while assuming a pure initial state
represented by a wave function %(x,Q, to ). Let us follow
for three steps the Schrodinger evolution of this initial (II.
It may be evolved to the time- t
&
of the first set of alterna-
tives and expanded in the first complete set I P„'(x) J as
lar product (i'„,P, )=5, and so the right-hand side of3 1'3 P3P 3
Eq. (4.20) is diagonal in r3. Otherwise it is a nontrivial
3a2al 3a2al
condition because tP„' 'I and IP, ' '] are diferent or-
3
thogonal sets when a's do not coincide. Suppose the Hil-
bert space &~ is effectively very large compared to &, in
the sense that at each time tk a one-to-one correspon-
dence is established between & and a tiny portion of
&~. Then we may expect the scalar products between y's
differing by any index to be typically very small, leading
to small values of D(a, a') for a'Wa. The summations
over unorganized phases between different values of r3
may make the off-diagonal elements of D ( a', a ) even
smaller. That is approximate medium decoherence. In
the approximation in which all the g's are really orthogo-
nal to one another, the records R that accomplish pro-
jections onto branch wave functions such as those in Eq.
(4.19) may then be taken to be projections onto the corre-
sponding sets ofy's: Ig„' '~r3&a3].
The reduced density matrix in x may also be construct-
ed. It is
I I
p(x', x ) = g g g g P ~ ' '(x')(t„' (x)
a a a a3a2al r Ea r3 Ea33 2 1 3 3
4( xQ t )= g g P„' (x)y„(Q) .
a& rl Eal
(4.16) X(y y )
"3 (4.21)
The result of the evolution of each branch
p„' (x)g„(Q) in Eq. (4.16) to the time t2 of the
next set of alternatives may again be expanded in a new
complete set of functions in the x's. In general, this set
will be branch dependent, that is dependent on a, . We
2cx luse the notation IP„(x)I to indicate this, and the expan-'2
sion then has the form
involving a sum over all branches. If indeed all the y's
are approximately orthogonal to one another because of
the largeness of the Hilbert space &~, then p(x', x ) is ap-
proximately diagonal in the histories [a I.
Many authors have considered, not the full density
matrix (4.21), but the reduced effective density matrix for
each branch [cf. (4.13)], relevant when the decoherence of
earlier alternatives may be assumed. The applicable por-
tion of p(x', x) [Eq. (4.21)] is
rl Eal
Similarly, for the evolution from t2 to t3,
P„'( )y„'(Q) g g P„' '( )y„' '(Q) (4.18)
P„' (x)y„,(Q)~ g g P„, '(x)y„,'(Q) . (4.17)
+2 ~2 6&2 p ' '(x', x)=gg g g P, ' '(x')P„' (x)
a3 a r /aI I I "33 3 3
(4.22)
26a2
and so forth. Thus,
a3 r3 Ea3
a3a2al r3 E a3
(4.19)
The term in the parentheses is the branch wave function
corresponding to the history a=(a„a2,a3). The overlap
of branches gives the decoherence functional according
to Eqs. (4.9) and (4.10). Thus
Approximate orthogonality of these y's for different a3
a2alleads to approximate diagonality of p ' ' in the a3 s.
However, a much stronger condition on the g's is needed
to ensure the decoherence of whole histories as in Eq.
(4.20) than is needed to ensure the diagonality of Eq.
(4.22). We need the approximate orthogonality of the
Iy„' '] not only when the r3 belong to different sets a3,
"3
D(~~ ~)— y y (y 2 i y 2 I)( 2 i 2 i)
r ~a r3 Ea33 3
(4.20)
If the complete set at time t3 is independent of previous
alternatives, so that it is not branch dependent, then the
decoherence of the last alternative is automatic. The sca-
70f course, as more and more times are added to the histories,
and the set of a's grows larger accordingly, we expect that even-
tually even the space &~ will be exhausted and y's no longer or-
thogonal.
sFor example, Zeh [22] and Zurek [23] in their efforts to find a
class of P's (e.g. , Zurek's "pointer basis") that would, in part,
characterize a quasiclassical domain.
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but also between functions corresponding to different
values of o., and nz. The strength of these conditions
may be appreciated by noting two facts: First, since any
coarse graining of a decoherent set is also decoherent, the
g's must be approximately orthogonal in all previous
steps. That is, the [y„'j in the example must be approxi-
"2
mately orthogonal for different cx, 's and when the r2 lie in
different a2 s. There is a similar condition for the [y„].
1
Since x and Q interact between the times t, , . . . , t„none
of these conditions is a simple consequence of the others.
Second, nothing in our discussion has fixed the choice of
the times tj . . . t . Of course, they must be sufficiently
separated for the interactions to disperse the phases, but
once that is satisfied, we expect decoherence to hold for a
range of times giving rise effectively to even more condi-
tions. The decoherence of histories is a much stronger
requirement than the diagonality of density matrices.
Some authors [24—26] have discussed how, in the case
of a pure initial density matrix %(x', Q')%*(x,g), one
can use the Schmidt decomposition to achieve some of
the objectives of decoherence. In the notation we have
been using for the Schrodinger picture in Eqs.
(4. 15)—(4. 19), we can choose, at each time tk, the func-
kak 1 . altions P„" ' '(x ) to be Schmidt functions, which
means that their coefficients y„" ' '(Q) are orthogonal
for diff'erent values of rk (although still not normalized).
In that way the reduced density matrix for each branch
at time tk becomes diagonal in rk, as we can see for the
case k =3 in Eq. (4.22). It is then, of course, also diago-
nal in ak (a3 for the case k =3). However, this Schmidt
construction does not guarantee the decoherence of even
the final alternative as defined by the decoherence func-
tional (4.20) (unless we have a& =aI and a&=a~). That is
because the Schmidt functions are necessarily branch-
dependent and the orthogonality of the g's for one branch
does not guarantee the orthogonality between different
branches that would lead to decoherence of the final al-
ternative. In any event, the main thing for the decoher-
ence of histories is to have D(o.', a) diagonal in a2 and a&
as well. That is not guaranteed at all by the Schmidt pro-
cedure, which does not imply the orthogonality of y
functions for different values of the a' s. In particular, the
Schmidt procedure does not guarantee the permanence of
the past discussed above. The relation between diagonali-
zation of the reduced density matrix at successive times
and the decoherence of histories will be further discussed
in [7].
Now let us consider the situation with an impure initial
state represented by a density matrix p. An impure ini-
tial state could be fundamental, representing the initial
condition of the universe. However, even if the cosmo-
logical initial condition is pure, a reduced density matrix,
in which some coordinates already have been traced over,
can be a useful description of local physics. A familiar
example is the cosmic background radiation. Imagine
that the background photons have all been pair produced
in a pure cosmological initial state. In that case, for
every photon near us, there would be a correlated photon
with equal but opposite momentum on the other side of
the universe. The local physics, however, would be accu-
rately described by a nearly thermal reduced density ma-
trix in which the distant photons has been traced over.
In Ref. [3] we discussed a "strong decoherence" condi-
tion that is the analogue of (4.11) for density matrices. A
set of histories was said to decohere strongly when, for
each history in the set, there exists record projections
satisfying Eq. (4.12) such that
C p=R p. (4.23)
or, in the special case of x and Q variables,
p(x', Q', x, g)= g ~ 4"(x',Q')%*~(x,g) . (4.24b)
Here the n„are the probabilities of the initial states ~%' ).
If p has nonzero probabilities for many states, then Eq.
(4.23) is difficult to satisfy. If p has nonzero probabilities
for an orthogonal set of states ~'Il"), then Eq. (4.23)
would imply
for all I+"& . (4.25)
If the set %'~) is complete, then Eq. (4.25) implies that
C =R . That can be satisfied only in the trivial case in
which all the P's for all times commute with one another.
We shall henceforth ignore "strong decoherence" for im-
pure density matrices.
We could define, when p is impure, a kind of "medium
strong decoherence", in which we would have, for each
ql") with nonzero probability vr, a generahzed record
projection operator R" such that
c.~%~) =R".~e~), (4.26)
where for each p the R" are exclusive and exhaustive
projections. (When the eigenvalues vr„are degenerate, so
that the ~4") are not uniquely determined by p, we re-
quire (4.26) for at least one set of ~%") that diagonalizes
p. ) This requirement would mean medium decoherence
separately for each ~+") (with vr„&0) with respect to the
same set of histories C . While not so difficult to satisfy
as strong decoherence, it is still a very stiff requirement.
For example, we shall see, in the linear oscillator models
discussed below, that it is not very well satisfied there.
However, if satisfied, medium strong decoherence would
supply, in the case of an impure p, the same attractive
features that medium decoherence yielded for the pure
case, including the permanence of the past.
Approximate medium decoherence for density ma-
trices continues to be defined by the approximate satisfac-
tion of the condition (4.8) and can be discussed for the
type of model coarse grainings considered in this paper,
where a fixed set of coordinates is distinguished and the
other coordinates included in the model are ignored. The
mechanism of the formation of correlations between dis-
However, we shall see that for highly impure states this is
too strong a condition to usefully characterize a quasi-
classical domain.
We can express an impure density matrix p in terms of
its eigenstates and eigenvalues:
(4.24a)
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tinguished coordinates and ignored ones can continue to
operator for each state in the density matrix. Now, how-
ever, there is the possibility for improvement in the
effectiveness of approximate decoherence from summa-
tions over the states in the impure density matrix.
To make this explicit, consider the Schrodinger evolu-
tion of an initial density matrix of the form (4.24b). The
evolution described by Eqs. (4. 15)—(4. 19) is as before ex-
cept that each g acquires an index p. In particular Eqs.
(4.20) and (4.21) become
%(x,g, t)= I 5x 5Q exp{iS[x(r),g(r)]/fi]
(4.30)
%(x,g, t)=
a)). . . )ak J dr 5(x r)—y
"
'(r, g),
(4.31)
Oo(xo)Xo(go) .
This can be rewritten in the form
I I I I
D( I ) g g (P ~z~i p ~2~i)y (~&~2~i ~~~)~i)
r3Ea3 r Ea p3 3
where
'(r, g)= J 5x 5Q exp{iS[x(r),g(r)]/A']a
(4.27) X go(xo)yo(go) (4.32)
I t
p(x', x ) = g g g g P ~ ' '(x')P„(x)
a a a a&a2a3 r' /a 3 31 2 3 3 3
I l
P
(4.28)
The additional sum over p can lead to further phase can-
cellations and more effective decoherence. %'e will see an
illustration of this in the discussion of the oscillator mod-
els discussed below.
B. Decoherence in the linear oscillator models
and the integral is over paths, consistent with the coarse
graining, that start at (xo, go) and end at (r, g), includ-
ing an integral over the values of xo and Qo. This is evi-
dently the analogue of Eq. (4.19) with r being a continu-
ous index and P„"(x)=5(x r), bra—nch independent and
the same at each time. The overlap that occurs in Eq.
(4.20), of course, gives the decoherence functional.
In the zero-temperature limit, Caldeira and I.eggett
find, for the imaginary part of the influence phase [cf. Eq.
(6.8)],
Im W[x'(r), x(r)]=—J dt J dt'g(t)k, (t t')g(t') . —T T4 0 0
(4.33)
%(x,g, t ) = J 5x 5Q exp {iS [x ( r ), Q ( r ) ] /))t']
Xgo(xo)go(go) . (4.29)
Medium decoherence can be treated explicitly in the
kind of oscillator models worked out by Feynman and
Vernon [16] and Caldeira and Leggett [13), which we de-
scribed in Sec. III. Generally these models assume an im-
pure initial density matrix factored as in Eq. (3.8), with
the ignored coordinates representing a continuum of os-
cillators in a thermal state.
An explicit illustration of the medium decoherence of a
pure state can be found in the zero-temperature limit of
the linear oscillator model. In that limit all the ignored
oscillators are in a pure state and the initial state of the
distinguished oscillators may be taken to be pure.
Denote the initial ground state of the bath by go( go ) and
the initial state of the distinguished oscillators by go(xo),
so that the pure initial wave function of the whole system
is Wo(xo )Xo(Qo ).
The Schrodinger evolution of this state can be
represented in path integral form. At time t we have
Here, g(t)=x'(t) —x(t) and
4M@kt(r) = f do) co cos(o)~),
'IT 0
(4.34)
1
decoherence
~
P——exp Mya
(4.35)
where 0 is the cutoff of the oscillator spectrum. This
imaginary part of the inAuence phase favors contribu-
tions to the functional integral defining the decoherence
functional (3.5) from values of g near zero, or x'(t) close
to x(t)
A crude estimate of the time intervals by which
coarse-grained alternatives of position {6" ] must bek
spaced in order to ensure decoherence may be obtained as
follows: Approximate g(t) by a constant value d that is
characteristic of the sizes of the intervals {6 ]. Find
the time interval tdecoheren such that the integral in Eq.
(4.33) evaluated over that time interval is of order of
magnitude unity. One then has a rough estimate of a
time interval long enough for Im 8 /A to be large enough
for exp( —Im 8'/A') to be small. The answer is
T
The integration is performed first over paths that start at
xo and Qo at time to and end at x and Q at time t, and
then over xo and Qo. The integral over the distinguished
coordinates x may be written as a sum over coarse grain-
ings a&, . . . , o.k, tk (t, and an integral over the paths re-
stricted by the coarse graining, in the form
+tdecoherence && 1. NOte that tdecoherence de-
creases as the coupling y is made stronger or the graining
is made coarser or the number of oscillators becomes
larger. In the present case of a pure initial state, the time
scale for decoherence is essentially set by the cutoff, for
fixed coupling and coarse graining.
The improvement in decoherence from the sum over
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states in an impure density matrix is well illustrated in
the linear oscillator models. In the high-temperature
Fokker-Planck limit, where many states contribute with
nearly equal probability to the density matrix pz, the
imaginary part of the infiuence phase is given by [cf. Eq.
(3.10)]
2My kT~ z-
Im 8'[x'(r), x(r)] = dtx't —x t
o
(4.36)
The large value of Im 8' suppresses contributions to the
functional integral (3.5) defining the decoherence func-
tional when x (t) is significantly different from x(t), pro-
vided enough time has elapsed between successive alter-
natives so that significant values of Im 8'/A are built up,
yielding approximate medium decoherence. Further, in
this limit of very large T~ such that kT& ))fiQ, there is
more efficient medium decoherence than is provided in
the pure ground-state example of (4.35).
Another feature that can be illustrated in the linear os-
cillator models is the permanence of the past. We have
seen how the successive narrowing of the records implied
by medium decoherence in the case of a pure state gives a
natural explanation of the permanence of the past. For
an impure state there is no satisfactory corresponding no-
tion of generalized record, but in the oscillator models it
is still possible to show how the past becomes permanent.
History is approximately permanent for a suitably re-
stricted class of coarse grainings in the oscillator model
in the Fokker-Planck approximation. The reason is that
decoherence there is essentially local in time. More pre-
cisely, consider the integral
1 5x' f 5x M(x/, +),x~+))exp(i[St„,[x'(r)]—St„„[x(r)]+W[x'(r), x(r)]] lA)N(x/„x~),a' a (4.37)
where the path integrals, as well as the integrals defining
the actions and the inhuence phase, are over the interval
of time from the time t& of a set of alternatives [a~ ] to
the time of the next set t&+, . The values x&,x& are the
end points at time t& and x&+, ,x&+, are the end points at
time t&+, . We consider any functions M and N. The ex-
pression (4.37) for the imaginary part of the infiuence
phase implies that, if the intervals [b, ] by which thek
paths x(t) are coarse grained have a characteristic size d
and the interval between t& and t&+, is larger than the
characteristic decoherence time scale [27],
1 fi 1
'V +2MkTs d
(4.38)
then the "off-diagonal" terms in Eq. (4.8) will be very
small and approximate decoherence will be achieved for
the alternatives [az ) for a large class of functions M and
1V.
Consider a set of coarse-grained histories defined by re-
gions [6" ] at times t„.. . , t„separated by time inter-k
vals longer than the characteristic decoherence time
(4.38). Fine-graining this set by adjoining further sets of
intervals at similarly spaced times greater than t„does
not afFect the decoherence of those already present be-
cause the mechanism of decoherence exhibited by (4.37)
is operative over a time scale of the order of td„,h„,„„
about the time of each set of alternatives. Physically,
that is reasonable. In this model, phases are carried away
by interactions, local in time, of the distinguished vari-
ables x' with the rest. Once dispersed among the contin-
uum of oscillators described by the Q", they cannot be
recovered by finer grainings beyond t„ that involve the x'
alone. To recover the phases, one would need a much
finer graining that involved the whole set of variables.
V. DISTRIBUTIONS
FOR DECOHERENCE FUNCTIONALS
p(V)= f dx p(x, x),V (5.1)
where p(x', x ) is the reduced density matrix on the re-
duced configuration space [cf. Eq. (3.4)] and dx is the re-
duced volume element. As is well known, the density
matrix p(x', x) that gives such probabilities may be use-
fully expressed in terms of the Wigner distribution on
phase space
As the review presented in the preceding two sections
makes clear, quantum theory can be organized into two
parts: First, there is the calculus of amplitudes for his-
tories or the bilinear combinations that are the decoher-
ence functionals. The rules of this calculus derive ulti-
mately from the principle of superposition. Second, there
are the rules for deriving probabilities from these ampli-
tudes, most generally, the several notions of decoherence
of sets of alternative histories of a closed system. In this
section, we show how the first part, the calculus of
decoherence functionals for histories, may be usefully
reexpressed in terms of distribution functionals analogous
to the Wigner distribution for alternatives at a single mo-
ment of time.
In familiar quantum mechanics the probability that a
determination of coordinates x' at one moment of time
will yield a result in a volume V of the reduced
configuration space spanned by these coordinates is
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p X+~,X—~ = f dP w(X, P)e'~i ~P/A2' 2
The probability p( V) is then given by
p(V)= f dX f dP w(X, P) .
(5.2)
(5.3)
A [X(r),g(r);Xo, go)
=St„,[X(r)+g(r) /2] —S&„,[X(~)—g(r) /2]
+ IV[X(z),g(z);Xo, go) . (5.6)
It is also true that the probability density for the
momentum P conjugate to x is given by fdX w(X, P).
In these properties w(X, P) is like a classical distribution
on phase space. Other ways in which it is similar have
been extensively discussed (see, e.g. , Refs. [28,29]). It
differs from a classical distribution in that it is not in gen-
eral positive and it does not provide analogues for all
probabilities that are defined on classical phase space.
For example, it would be incorrect to think of w(X, P) it-
self as a probability for a simultaneous determination of
position and momentum. The calculus of amplitudes
must therefore be supplemented by the rules that specify
which classical quantities on phase space can be assigned
probabilities. Ignoring those rules, and considering just
the calculus of amplitudes for alternatives at a single
time, we see from Eqs. (5.2) and (5.3) how the calculus
may be reformulated in terms of a distribution function
on phase space, although not, in general, in terms of a
positive one. In the following we shall give an analogous
formulation for the calculus of amplitudes for time his-
tories.
The decoherence functional defined in Eq. (3.1) is the
bilinear combination of amplitudes of which the diagonal
elements give the probabilities of the individual histories
in a decoherent set [cf. Eq. (4.7)]. In this sense, it plays
the role for histories that the reduced density matrix does
for alternatives at a single moment of time. We now con-
struct a distribution functional for the decoherence func-
tion in much the same way in which the Wigner distribu-
tion was constructed from the reduced density matrix.
We consider the partially coarse-grained decoherence
functional D [x'(r),x(r) ] for histories that are fine-
grained in the variables x distinguished by the initial
coarse graining discussed in the previous section. Intro-
duce variables X(t) and g(t) that are the average and
difference respectively of the arguments of the decoher-
ence functional:
A distribution G[R(r),X(r),Xo, go) may be introduced
for the decoherence functional by taking its functional
Fourier transform with respect to g(t). We define G by
the formula
D[X(r),g(r);Xo, go)= f 5R exp —' f dt g (t)R(t)0
XG[R(r),X(r);Xo,go) . (5.7)
The functional G may bt: calculated from the decoher-
ence functional by an inverse functional Fourier trans-
form. Expressions such as Eq. (5.7) are to be interpreted
as limits of multiple integrals over paths that are piece-
wise linear between a discrete set of time slices ~O=O,
~„.. . , ~& = T as the number of slices, N, tends to
infinity. This is a standard way of defining path integrals;
details for the particular integrals of interest are dis-
cussed more fully in Sec. C of the Appendix. As an aid to
the present discussion, however, it is useful to note that
we always represent the integral such as that in the ex-
ponent of Eq. (5.7) by discrete sums of the form
T 1Vd~ ~R ~= e )Rk)
k=1
(5.g)
(R(t, ) . R(t„)),
where e is the separation between time slices. The vari-
able go is thus not transformed and appears on both sides
of the equation.
The transform variable R(t) has the dimension of
force. As we shall see later, G[X(z),R(~);Xo,go) may be
regarded as a classical distribution of R (t), given the path
X(r) and Xo and go, although, in general, a nonpositive
one. It is therefore instructive to consider its moments.
We define
X(t)=—,' [x'(t)+x(t) ],
g(t) =x'(t) x(t) . —
(5.4a)
(5.4b) f 6R R(t, ) . (Rt„)G[ (R),r(X~); Xgo)of SR G[R(~),X(~);X„g,)
In terms of these variables the fine-grained decoherence
functional defined by Eq. (3.5) may be written
D[ X(~), g( )r; Xfoo)=5(gt )exp —A [X(r),g(r);Xo, (o)
(5.9)
Clearly, ( R ( t, ) . R ( t„)), is a functional of the path
X(~) and a function of Xo and g'o.
The first moment we define to be the average "total
force":
o koXp Xo+,Xo—2' 2 (5.5)
6(t,Xo, go, X(r)]—= (R(t)), . (5.10)
where
By "total force" we mean the force minus the inertial
term, so that 8=0 is the effective or phenonIenological
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classical equation of motion on the average. The devia-
tions of the force R (t) from its expected value define the
Langevin force X[t,Xc,gc;X(r) ] for a given path X(r):
X(t,Xo, go', X( r)]—:R(t) —8(t,XO, (c,X'( r)] . (5.11)
the rest of the exponent A [X(r),g(r);Xo, gc) may be easi-
ly isolated. An integration by parts in Eq. (5.6) yields
A [X(r),g(r);Xc, go) = (O—MXc+ A [X(r),((r)],
(5.14)
The reason for these designations will become clear when
we express the quantum-mechanical probability for an in-
dividual history a in a decoherent set of histories in terms
of the distribution G.
The fully coarse-grained decoherence functional (3.5) is
given by
x
D(a', a)= f 5x' f 5x D[ X(r), g( r); Xc,go), (5.12)a' a
where X and g are connected to x' and x by Eq. (5.4) and
their range is restricted by the coarse graining through
Eq. (5.4). The partially coarse-grained decoherence func-
tional is given by Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6). If the further grain-
ing defined by the successive sets of regions is coarse
enough so that sufficient positive imaginary part of 8'is
built up between one set of intervals and the next, then
there will be a significant contribution to the integral
defining the decoherence functional only for values of
g(t) near zero and for a=a'. (See Fig. 1.) That is medi-
um decoherence. Further, in the diagonal elements of the
decoherence functional, which are the probabilities of the
individual coarse-grained histories, the integral over g(t)
may be carried out, to an excellent approximation, as
though unrestricted by the coarse graining, provided the
intervals are sufficiently coarse. (See Fig. 1.) When reex-
pressed in terms of the distribution G, the probabilities
for the individual histories p(a) are, in this approxima-
tion,
p(a)= f 5Xf 5R fg G[R(r),X(r);Xo,go)
Xexp —f dt g (t)R(t), (5.13)fi 0
where the integrals over g(t), including that over go, are
unconstrained.
The expression (5.13) for the probabilities of the indivi-
dual histories in a coarse-grained set has an especially
transparent interpretation in the special case where the
initial density matrix factors as in Eq. (3.8) and a simple
kinetic- minus potential energy form (3.6) is assumed for
the action S&„,[x(r)]. A simplification following from
factorization is that the inhuence phase 8' has no direct
dependence on xo and xo, and hence on Xo and go, except
through the paths x'(r) and x(r). Thus, we write simply
W[x (r),x(~)]. More accurately, in a time slicing im-
plementation of the functional integral in which integrals
over the paths are discretized as in Eq. (5.8), W is in-
dependent of Xo and go. Further discussion is given in
Sec. B of the Appendix. When the action S&„,[x(~)] has
a simple kinetic minus potential form, the dependence of
B
FIG. 1. The decoherence of histories coarse grained by inter-
vals of a distinguished set of configuration-space coordinates.
The decoherence functional for such sets of histories is defined
by the double path integral of Eq. (3.5) over paths x'(t) and x(t)
that are restricted by the coarse graining. These path integrals
may be thought of [cf. Eq. (A14)] as the limits of multiple in-
tegrals over the values of x' and x on a series of discrete time
slices of the interval [0, T]. A typical slice at a time when the
range of integration is constrained by the coarse graining is il-
lustrated. Of course, only one of the distinguished coordinates
x' and its corresponding x'' can be shown and we have as-
sumed for illustrative purposes that the regions defining the
coarse graining correspond to a set of intervals
a=1,2, 3, of this coordinate. On each slice where there is a
restriction from the coarse graining, the integration over x' and
x will be restricted to a single box. For the "off-diagonal" ele-
ments of the decoherence functional corresponding to distinct
histories, that box will be off the diagonal (e.g., 8) for some slice.
For the diagonal elements, corresponding to the same histories,
the box will be on the diagonal (e.g., A) for all slices. If the
imaginary part of the influence phase W[x'(t), x(t)] grows as a
functional of the difference g(t)=x'(t) —x(t), as it does in the
oscillator models [cf. Eq. (3.10)], then integrand of the decoher-
ence functional will be negligible except when x'(t) is close to
x (t)—a regime illustrated by the shaded band about the diago-
nal in the figure. When the characteristic sizes of the intervals
are large compared to the width of the band in which the in-
tegrand is nonzero, the off-diagonal elements of the decoherence
functional will be negligible because integrals over those slices
where the histories are distinct is negligible (e.g., over box 8).
That is decoherence of the coarse-grained set of histories. Fur-
ther, the evaluation of the diagonal elements of the decoherence
functional that give the probabilities of the individual histories
in decoherent set can be simplified. If the integrations over x'
and x are transformed to integrations over g'=x' —x and
X=(x'+x)/2 the restrictions on the range of the g integration
to one diagonal box may be neglected with negligible error to
the probability.
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where
3 [X(r),g(~)]
= f dt g—(t)MX(t) V—X(t)+0 2
+V X(t) (t)
2
+ W[X(r), g(r)] .
(5.15)
p(a)= f 6Xf 6R f6/g[R(r), X(r)]w(Xo, MXo)
X exp —f dt g (t)R (t), (5.16)o
Then, under the ground rules for discretizing functionals
discussed above, the functional 3 is independent of both
go and Xo. In particular, the only terms in the fine-
grained decoherence functional (5.5) that depend explicit-
ly on go are the density matrix and the surface term in
Eq. (5.14). The integral over go may therefore be carried
out in Eq. (5.13), giving
tive [cf. Eq. (4.5)]. This is not unlike other smearings of
the Wigner distribution [30] which are known to give
generally positive results. Of course, the approximation
in which the restrictions of the coarse graining on the in-
tegration are ignored may result in small negative proba-
bilities, but, to the extent the approximation is good,
these are equivalent to zero for physical purposes.
The representation (5.16) allows the probabilities of
decohering coarse-grained histories p(a) to be thought of
as the probabilities of the histories of a system moving
classically under the action of a stochastic force. The
Wigner function gives the distribution of initial condi-
tions. The distribution g[R(r),X(r)] may be thought of
as the distribution of total force R (t ) acting on a system
that describes the path X(t). Alternatively, if reexpressed
in terms of X(t,X(r)] and 6(t,X(r)] defined by Eqs.
(5.11) and (5.10), the quantity
g [A(t,X(r)]+X(t,X(~)j;X(~)]
may be thought of as the distribution of X(t) given the
path X(t). In the approximation we have discussed, the
unconstrained integration over g(t) in Eq. (5.16) leads to
a functional 6 function that enforces the condition,
R(t)=0, that the "total force" on the system vanish.
That is, it enforces the effective classical equation of
motion, corrected by the Langevin force:
where w is the Wigner function defined by Eq. (5.2) and
the distribution g[R(r), X(~)] is defined by 6'(t, X(r)]+X(t,X(r)]=0 . (5.18)
5(gf )exp I (i /A') A [X(r),((~)]]
= f 5R g[R(r), X(~)]exp —f dt g (t)R(t)o
(5.17)
These expressions acquire precise meaning in the time
slicing implementation of the path integrals discussed in
Sec. 8 of the Appendix. The important point for the
present discussion is that the assumptions that the initial
p factorizes and that Sf„, has a simple kinetic- minus
potential-energy form lead to a factorization of the gen-
eral distribution G into a distribution m of initial values
Xo and MXD and a distribution g involving forces R(t)
and paths X(t). Further, the equation of motion
8(t,X(~)] and the Langevin force X(t,X(r)] become in-
dependent of the initial conditions and calculable just
from the distribution g of force R(t) through expressions
of the same form as Eqs. (5.9)—(5. 11)with G replaced by
g. These features allow a simple interpretation, which we
shortly describe.
The Wigner distribution by which the initial conditions
are distributed in the expression for the probabilities
(5.16) is not generally positive and neither is the distribu-
tion g. However, the probabilities p(a) must be positive.
It is not difficult to see how this comes about. Were the
restriction on the range of integration arising from the
coarse graining restored in expressions (5.13) or (5.16),
the numbers p (a ) they define would be manifestly posi-
tive. That is because they are expressions for a diagonal
element of a decoherence functional which is always posi-
In this equation the average total force 6'(t, X(r)] is the
known functional of X(r) defined by Eq. (5.10). The
force X(t,X(~)] is distributed according to the distribu-
tion g. It is for this reason that we have called X the
Langevin force; it can be thought of as noise.
The probabilities p(a) for decohering coarse-grained
histories are thus obtained from a mathematical descrip-
tion of classical dynamical system characterized by an
equation of motion 6(t,X(~)] together with distributed
initial conditions and distributed noise. We should stress
that this does not mean that quantum mechanics is
equivalent to some kind of classical physics. For one
thing, the distributions of noise and initial conditions are
not generally positive and that is certainly a nonclassical
feature. For another thing, there is the coarse graining
needed for decoherence —an entirely nonclassical re-
quirement that must be satisfied before the p ( a ) may be
considered as the probabilities of histories.
The nonpositivity that distinguishes quantum-
mechanical distributions from classical ones may be re-
garded as the reason that Bell's classical inequalities [31]
are violated in quantum mechanics, leading to important
experimental tests of the theory. Of course, the Wigner
distribution considered here is for continuous variables
while Bell s discussion of the EPRB (Einstein-Podolsky-
Rosen-Bohm) problem was for a discrete spin system.
However, Feynman [32] showed that there is an analogue
of the Wigner distribution for spin- —,' systems and that the
departure of quantum mechanics from Bell's inequality is
traceable to the fact that the analogous distribution is not
generally positive. At the level of the calculus of ampli-
tudes, the difference between classical and quantum
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mechanics is just the possibility of negative distributions.
That possibility alone does not completely characterize
the difference when we go beyond the calculus of ampli-
tudes, because in quantum mechanics we also have the re-
quirement of decoherence of histories.
When the initial p does not factor, or when S&„, is not
of simple kinetic minus potential-energy form, the inter-
pretation of the general expression (5.13) for the probabil-
ities is less direct. However, building on the analogy of
the special case, we may still think of
G[R(r),X(r);Xo,go) as a combined distribution of total
force and initial conditions given the path X(r). Now,
however, the distribution of the force R(r) is not in-
dependent of the initial conditions but depends on them.
Further, the distribution of initial momenta is not given
directly but only implicitly through the integral over go.
Finally, the equation of motion and noise depend on the
initial values of Xo and go. The integral over g(t) in Eq.
(5.13) continues to enforce the classical condition that the
total force R (t) =0 vanish. These features complicate the
interpretation of Eq. (5.13) but they do not vitiate its va-
lidity.
When the noise X(t,X(r)) is small compared to the
equation of motion term 6'(t, X( )r] in Eq. (5.18), we ex-
pect approximate classical determinism. More precisely
we expect significant probabilities for histories correlated
in time by the classical equation 6(t,X(~)]=0 with small
deviations produced by the noise. In the following sec-
tions we shall analyze the circumstances where this is so.
VI. LINEAR SYSTEMS
A. Equations of motion
We begin our discussion of the derivation of classical
equations of motion for quantum systems by considering
the simplest possible example —linear systems. This is
the class of models studied by Feynman and Vernon [16],
Caldeira and Leggett [13], and many others and for
which there is a wealth of information available on the
specific forms of the inhuence functional, its dependence
on the initial condition, etc. Either implicitly or explicit-
ly, equations of motion have been considered for these
models by several authors. We are thus on familiar terri-
tory.
Linear systems may be characterized precisely, follow-
ing Feynman and Vernon, by the following two require-
ments:
(1) A free action for the variables distinguished by the
coarse graining with a kinetic energy that is quadratic in
the coordinates and their velocities:
S„„[x(t)]=f dr —x (t)Mx(t) x(r)K—x—(t) . (6.1)1. g . 1
We use here and throughout an obvious vector notation
so that M and K are positive constant matrices and
—,
'(x Mx)=
—,'X,bx 'M, bx, etc. , in this case where the
variables are real.
(2) An inliuence phase that is at most quadratic in the
variables x(t). Its most general form has been deduced
by Feynman and Vernon [16] from general symmetries
and quantum-mechanical causality. (See also the exposi-
tion in Ref. [33].) It consists of terms linear in the dis-
tinguished variables x (t) and x'(t) and terms quadratic in
them. The linear terms may be eliminated by a time-
dependent shift in x (t) and for simplicity we imagine this
has been done. The general form is then
TW'[x'(t), x(t)]=—f dr f dt'[x'(t) —x(r)] [k(t, t')x'(t')+k*(t, t')x(t')]2 0 0
1 f dt—f dt'[x'(r) —x(t)] [k~(t, t')[x'(t')+x(t')]+ik, (t, t')[x'(t') x(t')]], — (6.2)
S,„,[x(t),g(t)]= —f dtx (t)f(g(t)), (6.3)
where k(t, t') is a complex matrix kernel with real and
imaginary parts kz(t, t') and kl(t, t'), respectively. We
shall explicitly assume that 8'depends on x0 and x0 only
implicitly through its dependence on the paths x'(t) and
x (t) and not explicitly as in the general case.
Only under very restrictive conditions will the
inliuence phase be exactly quadratic as in Eq. (6.2) with
no explicit dependence on x0 and x0. Such an inhuence
phase will certainly follow if (i) action of the ignored vari-
ables, So[Q(t) ], is quadratic in the Q s, (ii) the interaction
between the distinguished and ignored variables is exactly
linear in each, giving
where the force f is homogeneous and linear in the Q's,
and (iii) the initial density matrix factors as in Eq. (3.8)
with a density matrix p~ ( go, Qo ) that is of the form
p~(go Qo)=exp[ —B(Qo Qo)], (6.4)
where B(g go)ois quadratic in its arguments. Under
these conditions the integral in Eq. (3.3) is a Gaussian
and a quadratic inhuence phase results. The models
defined by Eqs. (3.6), (6.1), (6.2), and (6.4) are, in fact, just
those considered by Feynman and Vernon [16] and Cal-
deira and Leggett [13].
A useful explicit example, studied in [13,16], is the case
of a single coordinate x interacting with an assembly of
"bath" oscillators, with an initial condition that factors
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as in Eq. (3.8) and with a state of thermal equilibrium for
the "bath" oscillators at temperature T=(kp) '. The
oscillators are described by a free action
S,[Q(t)]= g f dt —m [Q "(t)]' —m—~'„ [Q "(t)]'
(6.5)
The force f entering Eq. (6.3) may be written explicitly as
f(Q(t))= g C„Q" (6.6)
X[[QO ) +(Qo ) ]cosh(APco„) —2Qo"Qo ].
(6.7)
Then, as in Ref. [13]or [16],
kz (t, t') = —g sin co„(t t')—
mco&
(6.8a)
and
k, (t, t')= g
moog
1
coth Pipes„cos co„—(t t ') . —
(6.8b)
The influence phase quoted in Eq. (3.10) for a dis-
tinguished oscillator interacting with a high-temperature
thermal bath is a special case of these expressions in
which a continuum limit of oscillators with the special
coupling s
pD(co)C (co) =4mMyco /m (6.9)
below the cutoff was assumed, where pD is the density of
states. With this coupling, we have the following, with
the high-temperature limit needed only in Eq. (6.10b) and
the high cutoff, which facilitates phase dispersal, used in
both equations:
with coupling constants Cz, and the function 8 is in-
dependent of x o and xo and given, up to an additive con-
stant (determinable through normalizing p~), by the ex-
pression
me@&
2R sinh(A'Pco „)
ization of the frequency of the distinguished oscillator in
its free action. ] Although the influence phase is exactly
quadratic only under restrictive circumstances, the linear
cases supply useful models for more general ones, as we
shall see.
With these preliminaries, we can now give a derivation
of the classical equation of motion for these linear sys-
tems. The equation we shall derive is, of course, the same
as considered, for example, by Caldeira and Leggett.
Even in this linear case, however, we believe that there
are several important new features of this derivation. It
is consistent with the general discussion of the average
equation of motion and noise in Sec. V. The probabilities
that coarse-grained histories of the distinguished particle
are correlated in time by equations of motion are explicit-
ly considered. The form of the phenomenological equa-
tion of motion is derived from a consideration of these
probabilities. The amount of coarse graining necessary
for the decoherence of histories and their classical behav-
ior is discussed quantitatively, and the connection be-
tween decoherence and quantum noise is made explicit.
Most importantly, the derivation suggests how the gen-
eralization to the nonlinear case is to be carried out.
The imaginary term in the influence phase (6.2) gives
rise to decoherence between the trajectories of the dis-
tinguished variables, provided that the coarse graining is
such that the integral of this term is sufficiently large for
different coarse-grained histories so that the correspond-
ing "off-diagonal" elements of the decoherence functional
are exponentially small. To exhibit this decoherence ex-
plicitly it is useful to change variables, in the integral
(3.5) defining the decoherence functional, from x'(t) and
x(t) to the average and difFerence X(t) and g(t) defined
by Eq. (5.4). The exponent in the decoherence functional
(3.5) can be explicitly expressed in terms of X(t) and g(t)
using Eq. (6.2). Denoting this exponent by A [X(r),g(r)]
as in Eq. (5.6), one finds after a few integrations by parts
that
D(a', a) = f 5X@5(g&)expli A [X(r),g(r)]/fi](a', a)
Xp(XO +go/2, Xo —go/2 ), (6.11)
where
3 [X(r),g(r)]= gMX, + f d—t gt(t)e(t, X(r)]0
+—f dt f dt'g (t)k, (t, t')g(t') .0 0
k~(t, t') = 4My5'(t —t'), —
8M@kT~
k, (t, t') = 5(t t'), —
(6.10a)
Here, e (t,X(r)] is the average "total force, "
(6.12a)
where the 5' function occurring in retarded integrals is a
distribution such that
f g(t')[5'(t —t')]dt'= —g'(t) . (6.10c)
[Equation (6.10a) gives the renormalized value of
ki, ( t, t ') Infinite term. s in Eq. (6.2) proportional to
5( t —t ') that arise from the continuum limit taken by
Caldeira and Leggett have been absorbed in a renormal-
e(t, X(r) ]= MX(t) KX(t)+—f dt'k~—(t, t')X(t'),0
(6.12b)
and k~ is defined to be symmetric in its argument, so that
the limit of integration on t' can be extended to T. The
quantities Xo Xo etc. are understood in the usual path
integral sense as finite difference expressions in a time-
sliced implementation of the path integral. (See Sec. B of
the Appendix. ) The integrals over X(t) and g(t) are con-
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strained by the coarse graining defining the histories a'
and e.
The imaginary term in Eq. (6.12a) leads to decoher-
ence. We shall give below, in the discussion of noise, an
explicit construction of the kernel kI that shows it to be a
positive kernel. The imaginary part of 8'is proportional
to kI and occurs in the expression exp(iW/fi), giving a
decreasing exponential. If the graining defined by the
successive sets of regions I b," ] is coarse enough so thatk
sufficient positive imaginary part of 8 is built up between
one set of intervals and the next, then there will be a
significant contribution to the integral defining the
decoherence functional only for values of g(t) near zero
and for a =a'. (See Fig. 1 ) That is medium decoher-
ence.
If only values of g(t) near zero contribute significantly
to the integral (6.11), then in the diagonal elements of the
decoherence functional, which are the probabilities of the
individual coarse-grained histories, the integral over g(t)
may be carried out, to an excellent approximation, as
though unrestricted by the coarse graining when the in-
tervals are sufficiently coarse. (See Fig. 1.) The integral
over go leads to the Wigner distribution (5.2) as in Eq.
(5.16). The result of the unrestricted Gaussian integrals
over the rest of g(t) is again a Gaussian functional. We
thus obtain for the probabilities of the individual histories
in the coarse-grained set, the expression
p(a)—= f 5X[det(kl/4~)]
Xexp ——f dt f dt'e (t X(r)].fi p p
Xkl""(t,t')e(t', X(r)] w(Xo, MXo),
(6.13)
where kI"' is the inverse kernel to kI. The integral is
over all paths that proceed from t =0 to T and lie in the
class corresponding to the coarse-grained history o.. The
integral includes an integration over the initial and final
endpoints Xp and X&, respectively. Again, for further de-
tails and an explicit representation of Eq. (6.13), see Sec.
B of the Appendix.
The Gaussian exponential in Eq. (6.13) means that, for
given Xp and MXp, the histories with the largest proba-
bilities will be those with e(t) =0, that is, those for which
the time evolution is correlated according to the effective
average classical equation of motion
e(r, X(r)]= MX(r) KX(r)+—f dr'k~—(r, r')X(t')=0
(6.14)
from the free action of the distinguished oscillator. It
differs by the additional force, nonlocal in time, that
arises from the interactions of the distinguished variables
with the rest. The presence of such a force will, in gen-
eral, mean that energy is not conserved, leading some-
times to dissipation. Although nonlocal in time, the ad-
ditional force in Eq. (6.14) is retarded, expressing classi-
cal causality. The origin of this retardation can be traced
to the retarded form of the general infiuence phase (6.2).
That, in turn, follows from quantum-mechanical
causality —the fact that the decoherence functional has a
trace in the future and a density matrix differing from the
unit matrix in the past. Causality in quantum mechanics
thus implies the causality of classical physics.
A special case of a linear system is the Fokker-Planck
limit of the oscillator model, for which the inhuence
phase is exhibited in Eq. (3.10). With the corresponding
kz of Eq. (6.10a), the equation of motion away from t =0
becomes'
e(r, X(~)]= MX(r) —KX(t) —2M@X(—r) =0 . (6.15)
This is local in time, but that is a special property of the
way in which the limit of a continuous spectrum of oscil-
lators was taken in the Caldeira-Leggett model, not a
general one. In that limit, Eq. (6.15) explicitly exhibits
the familiar form of frictional dissipation, not necessarily
a general characteristic of the additional force in Eq.
(6.14).
The individual classical histories in Eq. (6.13) are dis-
tributed according to the probabilities of their initial con-
ditions Xp and Pp=MXp given by the Wigner function
w(XO, PO). Although the Wigner function is not general-
ly positive, we know, as discussed in Sec. V, that apart
perhaps from small errors introduced by the approxima-
tion in which the constraints of the coarse graining on
the g' integrations were neglected, the result of the in-
tegral (6.13) must be positive even though the Wigner
function is not. "
B. Noise and predictability
The distribution of probabilities for histories (6.13) pre-
dicts the largest probability for histories obeying the clas-
sical equations of motion but also predicts probabilities
for deviations from classical predictability. Those give
the noise, including quantum noise. The same interac-
tions (of the distinguished variables with the others) that
carry away phase information to produce decoherence
also produce the quantum and classical-statistical
buffeting of the trajectory of the distinguished variables
that constitutes the noise.
In Sec. V we showed how the probabilities of coarse-
grained histories p(a) could be thought of as the proba-
This is, of course, not the equation of motion following
9Dowker and Halliwell [19] have obtained analogous expres-
sions in linear models for the probabilities of histories defined
by a finite number of "Gaussian slits. "
We are thus for simplicity ignoring the terms proportional to
x(0) that arise when the integral in Eq. (6.I2b) is carried out us-
ing Eq. (6.10). For further discussion see Ref. [34]. We thank J.
P. Paz for a discussion of this point.
For explicit examples of this see Ref. [35].
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bilities of a classical dynamical problem with (generally
nonpositive) distributions of force and initial conditions.
We now specialize that discussion to the linear systems of
the present section.
Since we have assumed factorization of the initial p, we
may compute separate distributions for the initial condi-
tions and for the total force as in Eq. (5.16). The initial
conditions are distributed according to the Wigner distri-
bution as shown by that equation or directly from Eq.
(6.13). The total force is then distributed according to
the distribution function g[R(r),X(r)] defined by Eq.
(5.17). Using Eq. (6.12a} for A and Eq. (5.14) to define A,
we may calculate g [R (r),X(r) ] directly. It is
by Caldeira and Leggett [13].
For linear systems instructive, explicit expressions for
the functions k~(t, t'), and kI(t, t'), which describe the
inAuence of the ignored variables on the distinguished
ones, may be obtained in terms of quantum-mechanical
expectation values of the force f(Q) defined by Eq. (6.3).
As these are straightforwardly derived as special cases of
the similar formulas, applicable to nonlinear situations,
to be discussed in Sec. VII, we shall just quote the results
here.
Consider the Hilbert space of square-integrable func-
tions in the ignored Q's. Define an expected value ( )0 of
an operator 2 (t) evolving by the Hamiltonian of So by
g[R (r),X(r)]= [det(kI/47r)] (A(r)) =Sp[A(t)p ), (6.22)
T TXexp ——f dt f dt'[R(r) e(,r X—( r)]] to o
XkI (& r )[R(t')—e(t', X(r)]]
A(r, X(&)]:(R (t) ), =—e (t,X(r)] . (6.17)
The equation of motion defined as the expected value of
R in Sec. VB, therefore, coincides with the equation of
motion e(t, X(r)] whose correlations are favored by the
probabilities (6.13). The Langevin force J (t,X(r)] that
governs the deviations from classical predictability is dis-
tributed according to
g[e(t)+X(t,X(r)],X(r)] .
As is easily seen from Eq. (6.16) for the linear models un-
der consideration this noise is distributed with a positive
Gaussian probability distribution that is independent of
the path X(r). To emphasize this we write
X(r,X(r) ] = l(r) (6.18)
in the linear case, and l(t) is then distributed according
to
[det(kI /2m) ]
Xexp ——f dt f dt'lt(t)kI""(t, t')lit')o o (6.19)
The spectrum of the Gaussian noise is summarized by the
formula
(l(r)l(r') ), =(A/2)k, (t, t') . (6.20)
In the Fokker-Planck limit of the oscillator model, we
have
(l(r)l(r') ),=4MykT~5(r r'), —(6.21)
giving rise to the model for Brownian motion discussed
(6.16)
where e(t, X(r)] is given by Eq. (6.12b) and the precise
meaning of the inverse kernel kI""(t,t') is discussed in the
Appendix.
Evidently, we have, for this case,
(f(Q(&)))O=0 . (6.23)
The real and imaginary parts of the kernel k(t, t') may be
expressed in terms of expected values of Auctuations in
the force as
A'k~(r, r')=i([f(Q(r)), f(Q(r'))) ), ,
Rk, (t, &')=(If(Q(&)),f(Q(&'))I )0,
(6.24)
(6.25)
where square brackets and curly brackets denote the
commutator and anticommutator, respectively, and the
matrix elements of k are understood to be the tensor
product of the f's. Expression (6.25) shows explicitly
that the kernel k~(t, t') is positive in the sense that
f dt f dt'g (t)k, (t, t')g(r')~0 (6.26)0 0
for any real vector g(t) The same . equation and Eq.
(6.20) demonstrates that the spectrum of the random
Gaussian force in the Langevin equation e(t)+l(t) =0 is
directly given by the quantum correlation function of the
fiuctuation in the force f(Q), viz. ,
(l(&)i(&')), =
—,
'( If(Q(&)),f(Q(&'))I )0 . (6.27)
Expressions (6.24} and (6.25) lead to the essential con-
tent of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. If p~ is diag-
onal in the energy representation defined by the Hamil-
tonian of So as it is for equilibrium distributions, then
kz(t, t') and kI(t, t') are functions of the time difference
t —t ', and their spectral weights are simply related.
More specifically, it follows from the symmetries of com-
mutator and anticommutator that we could write
k~(t, t')= f dcokz(co)since(t —t'), (6.28a)0
k, (t, t') = f dc@ k, (co)c soco(t —t') .
Ifp,. is the probability of an energy eigenstate ]i ) with ei-
(6.28b)
where Sp denotes the trace over the ignored Q's. The
subscript zero means that the time dependence of the
operators inside the expected value is calculated using the
Hamiltonian Ho of the Q's alone neglecting interactions
with the x's.
As a consequence of our convention that the inhuence
phase has no terms linear in x(t), the expected value of
f(Q(t)) vanishes:
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genvalue E, in the density matrix pz, we have
«, (~)= g i(p, —p, ) I & t If(g(0) ) I J ) I's(E, —E, —~~),
(6.29b)
Then, in a thermal bath where p; =exp( PE; )/—Z, we re-
cover the famous relation (see, e.g., Ref. [Ig])
tiki(ro) =A'coth(PcoA/2)k~(~) . (6.30)
This connects the kernel kit (t, t') governing the effective
force in Eq. (6.14) with the kernel kl(t, t') governing the
fluctuations in Eq. (6.20). This connection is the
fIuctuation-dissipation theorem.
An important fact that emerges clearly from these
linear models is that the same coarse graining and in-
teractions that accomplish decoherence also lead to dissi-
pation and noise. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem
derived above is a well-known example of the connection
between noise and dissipation. The connection between
decoherence and these two phenomena appears to have
been less widely stressed. We now consider it.
There is, in effect, a competition between decoherence
and classical predictability. Consider, for example, a
model of an oscillator interacting with a thermal bath.
Increase the temperature of the thermal bath, T~, and
decoherence is more effective. The characteristic time
td„,h„,n„, by which successive intervals of typical length
d must be spaced to give decoherence, decreases with Tz
according to Eq. (4.38). However, deviations from classi-
cal predictability expressed by Eq. (6.13) also increase.
To ensure both classical predictability and decoherence
we must consider a further limit, the limit of high inertia.
In the present model, that is the limit of large M, and the
exponent in Eq. (6.13) can be written
(6.298)
Akl(~)= g (p;+pj )I&i If(g(0))IJ & I'n(E~ —E; —A'co) .
MykT~
(rd„„b,')» I .
fi
(6.32)
From Eq. (6.31), the requirement of sufficient inertia is
M
yn 2 ))1B t dyn (6.33)
dyn + re]axation =
These two requirements may be reexpressed in terms of
the characteristic scale of classical actions
dyIl
tdyn
(6.34)
and the thermal correlation time tth„,
~
—
=A/kT~. One
finds
(S/A')»( I/q), (S/fi)»rI (6.35)
graining.
Classical behavior requires sufficient coarse graining
and interactions for decoherence but sufficient "inertia"
to resist the deviation from predictability that the coarse
graining and interactions produce. Traditionally other
descriptions have been given of the requirements for clas-
sical behavior of measured subsystems. Large action or
high quantum numbers are often mentioned. While such
criteria are not as precise or as complete as those deduced
here, it can be seen from simple dimensional arguments
that in typical situations an action mill be large compared
to A when the two requirements of decoherence and
sufficient inertia are satisfied. Let us consider a one-
dimensional oscillator model of the kind just discussed in
the high temperature limit. Let td~„be the shortest
dynamical time scale of interest and assume that the
coarse graining is characterized by sets of intervals of
characteristic size 6 separated in time by tdy From Eq.
(3.10), it follows that decoherence requires
J dt[X+M 'V'(x)+2yX] (6.31)
for the requirements (6.32) and (6.33), respectively, where
g is the ratio
Assuming that V does not increase faster than M, we see
that the probabilities for histories will become sharply
peaked about the certainties implied by a classical equa-
tion of motion in the limit of large M/T~ even as TIi it-
self is becoming large to ensure efficient decoherence.
Of course, in realistic situations the parameters of a
given system, such as the mass, are fixed. The same kind
of limit of high inertia can be achieved, however, by con-
sidering coarser and coarser graining of a kind that keeps
increasing the inertia of the variables distinguished by the
coarse g raining. Take the case of coarse grainings
defined by hydrodynamic variables that are integrals,
over suitable volumes, of densities of exactly or approxi-
mately conserved quantities such as mass, energy, or
momentum. By making the size of these volumes larger,
the resistance to noise can be increased. In the present
model, decoherence and classical predictability can be
achieved only by varying the parameters of the model. In
realistic situations they are achieved by a suitable coarse
dyn thermal )( dyn relaxation ) (6.36)
Whatever the size of q, the relations (6.35) imply that
S/A)) 1 in the classical limit.
VII. EQUATIONS OF MOTION
FOR NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
In this section we generalize the results of the preced-
ing two sections to the more realistic situation where the
action Sf„,[x(r)], and the inhuence phase W[x'(r), x(r)]
are not necessarily quadratic functionals of their argu-
ments. We begin in Sec. A by deriving some useful gen-
eral properties of the inAuence phase. These are used in
Sec. B to derive the form of the phenomenological equa-
tions of motion and analyze the restrictions on the coarse
graining that permit the histories to stay close to solu-
tions of those equations with high probability. In Sec. C
we derive the classical causality of these equations of
motion from quantum-mechanical causality. The linear
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theory, discussed in the preceding two sections, is
recovered in Sec. D.
elementary result also follows directly from Eq. (3.3), as
noted in Refs. [16,33].) Thus,
A. General relations for the inAuence phase
Re W[x'(~), x(r)]= —Re W[x(~),x'(r)], (7.7a)
The influence phase W[x'(~), x(r)] is defined by the
functional integral (3.3) over the ignored variables Q
We continue to assume a factored initial condition as in
Eq. (3.8), so that W has no explicit dependence on xo and
xo. A useful operator expression for W[x'(~), x(r)] may
be derived by noting the following: The integrals over
the Q(t) in Eq. (3.3) are over paths between t =0 and T
that are unrestricted except at their initial and final end
points. They may, therefore, be thought of as defining
the unitary evolution of a family of operators p(xo, xo) in
the Hilbert space && of square-integrable functions of
the Q's. The dynamics of this evolution of the Q's is
specified by the action
S&[x(~),g(r)]=So[g(r)]+S;„,[x(r),g(~)], (7.1)
which depends on the path x(r) as a parameter. There is
a corresponding Hamiltonian operator on A&. If we as-
sume that the interaction is local in time, specifically such
that
S,„,[x(~),g(~)]=f dt L,„,(x(t), g(t)),0 (7.2)
then that Hamiltonian at time t depends only on the in-
stantaneous value of x (t): viz. ,
H&(x(t))=Hp+H;„, (x(t)) . (7.3)
U, , [x(r) ]= V'exp ——f dt Hg(x (t) ) (7.4)
where '7 denotes the time ordered product.
Write p~ for the density operation on && whose ma-
trix elements are
&Qplpslgo& pg(go Qo) (7.5)
where ps(go, gp) is the factor of the initial density ma-
trix (3.8) referring to the Q s. Utilizing the U's defined by
Eq. (7.4) and the p~ defined by Eq. (7.5) the path integral
relation (3.3) defining the influence phase W[x'(~)] may
be reexpressed (see Sec. D of the Appendix) as
exp[i W[x'(r), x(r)] le]
=Sp[ UTp[x ( )]pry UT p[x(r)]] (7.6)
where Sp denotes the trace operation on the Hilbert
space &&. We shall now use this relation to derive some
useful general properties of W[x'(r), x (w) ].
First, it is an immediate consequence of
Sp(A )=(Sp(A ))* and the form of right-hand side of
Eq. (7.6) that interchanging x'(t) and x(t) on the left-
hand side is equivalent to complex conjugation. (This
Here Ho is the Hamiltonian of the Q variables, omitting
their interaction with the x variables, corresponding to
the action Sp [Q ]. The operator effecting the unitary evo-
lution generated by this Hamiltonian between times t'
and t" is
Im W[x'(r), x(~)]=+1m W[x(r), x'(~)] . (7.7b)
In particular, if the influence phase is written as a func-
tional W[X(r), g(r)] of the average of x'(t ) and x(t) and
the difference between them [Eq. (5.4)], then Re( W) is an
odd functional of g(t) while Im( W) is an even functional.
As shown by Brun [35] in the following paper, an ele-
mentary application of Schwarz's inequality shows that
exp( —Im W[X(r ), g(r ) ] )
+ yp;~(y, ~Ut [x(7)]U [x'(1)]~tP;&~
p;=1, (7.8)
W[x(r), ((r)]=W[x(r), 0]+f dt g (t)
.
$(&)=p
5 W+—f dt f dt'g(t) g(t')+
(7.9)
For the leading term in Eq. (7.9), we have, evaluating the
right-hand side of Eq. (7.6) at g(t) =x '(t) x(t) =0, —
exptiW[X(~), 0]/ft] =SpI UT o[X(r)]pti UTo[X(r)]] .
(7.10a)
Using the cyclic property of Sp and the unitarity of
UT p[X(~)] it is easy to see that the right-hand side of Eq.
(7.10a) is unity. Thus, the leading term in Eq. (7.9) van-
ishes:
W[X(~),0]=0 . (7.10b)
To evaluate the next term in the expansion (7.9), we
must consider the derivatives
BUT o[X(r)+g(~) I2]lg'(t) .
To do this we introduce the definition
BHg(t)F(x(t) )=-
Ox t
(7.11)
The operator F(x(t)) is an operator in the Schrodinger
picture. It is a function of x because L;„, is a function of
x and it becomes a function of t because x is a function of
t. It is an operator representing the force on the dis-
tinguished coordinates x(t) due to their interaction with
where p; are the eigenvalues and ~t/i; & the eigenvectors of
ps. Thus Im W[X(r), g(r)] is positive, which is essential
for the convergence of the functional integral defining the
decoherence functional as well as decoherence itself.
The expression (7.6) may be used to find convenient
operator expressions for the coefficients of the expansion
of W[X(~),g(~) ] in powers of g(t) Genera. lly,
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:—+(i/2A')F(t, X(r)] . (7.12)
The operator F(t,X(r)] is a representative of the
Schrodinger picture operator (7.11) in a picture similar to
the Heisenberg picture but determined by both U~, and
U, o. It is a function of t but also a functional of the path
X(r). We indicate this dependence by writing F(t,X(w)],
using a parenthesis on the left to indicate that it is a func-
tion and the bracket on the right to indicate that it is also
a functional.
With the result (7.12), it is only a short calculation to
find the coefficient of the linear term in Eq. (7.9). It is
the rest of the system.
Carrying out the indicated differentiations of the U's
yields
I 5Uz-0[X(r)+g(w)/2]/g'(t) }~(, ) 0
=+(i/2iri) Uz-, [X(r)]F(X(t)) U, o[X(r) ]
[5 W/g'(t)5$(t )]p ) —0
=(i/2iri)( I bF(t, X(~)],bF(t', X(~)]}), (7.17)
curly brackets denote the anticommutator and AF is the
operator
(6.3). It formally vanishes in the nonlinear case too be-
cause it is the trace of a commutator. Of course, that is a
delicate issue in the case of unbounded operators, as the
nonvanishing value of Sp([II,Q]) shows. However, in
the present case, where p~ is bounded and Hjng is a func-
tion of the Q's and not of their conjugate momenta, we
may reasonably assume that Eq. (7.16) vanishes and we
shall do so in what follows.
The remaining contribution to the coeScient of the
quadratic term in the expansion of W[X(w), g(r)] comes
from products of first derivatives of U's such as those in
Eq. (7.12) and is straightforwardly evaluated. One finds
[ 5W/g'( t) ]p ~ —0 =Sp [F(t X(7 ) ]pii } (7.13) bF(t, X(t)]=F(t,X(~)]—(F(t,X(r)] ) (7.18)
If we define an expected value by
Eq. (7.13) may be written in the compact form
[5W'/5g( t ) ]g( ) —O = ( F( t &X(7 ) ] )
(7.14)
(7.15)
representing Auctuations in the force F about its mean.
We note that, as required by Eq. (7.7), this contribution
to the even part of W[X(~),g(r)] in g(t) is purely imagi-
nary. When divided by i, it is also manifestly positive in
the sense of Eq. (6.26).
With these preliminaries we may now derive the non-
linear equations of motion and discuss their form.
As required by Eq. (7.7), this contribution to the part of
W'that is odd in g(t) is purely real.
The coeScient
5(t —t')Sp I [H,'„', (t,X(r) ],p~ ]}, (7.16)
where H,'„',(t,X(~)] is the Heisenberg picture representa-
tive of the operator 8 H;„,/Bx(t) . A term like Eq. (7.16)
vanishes, of course, for a linear interaction such as Eq.
[5 W/g'(t)5$(t')]p
of the quadratic term in the expansion of 8'in powers of
g(t) is similarly evaluated. The expansion of the U's on
the right-hand side of Eq. (7.6) will result in products of
first derivatives, such as those in Eq. (7.12), but also in
second derivatives. Those second derivatives yield a term
in the expansion proportional to
B. Nonlinear equations of motion
We consider a set of alternative coarse-grained his-
tories specified at a sequence of times t„.. . , t„by se'.s of
exhaustive and exclusive regions of the x's which we
denote by [b, ' },Ib, }, . . . , Ib," }. The decoherence
functional for such sets of histories is given by Eq. (3.5).
We assume that the regions and times are chosen so that
there is a negligible contribution to the path inte-
grals in the decoherence functional except when
g(t) =x'(t) —x(t) is small. We expect to have such coarse
grainings, for example, if the imaginary part of the
influence phase &[X(r),g(w)] has its minimum at
g(t) =0. Our assumption about the integrals in Eq. (3.5)
implies the decoherence of such a set of alternative
coarse-grained histories (cf. Fig. 1) and the following for-
mula for their probabilities:
p(a) —= J 5X g 5(g/)exp —St„, X(~)+i
~ g'(r)
2
X(~)— + W[X(~),g'(~)] .p Xo+,Xo-g(r) 0 ko2
(7.19)
The functional integral is over paths in both X and g as
restricted by the coarse-grained history a.
If only small values of g(t) contribute to the integrals
in Eq. (7.19), we may make a further approximation by
expanding the exponent in powers of g(t), utilizing the
expansion in Eq. (7.9), up to the quadratic terms. We
then have an integral for the probability of a history that
is of precisely the same form as the one occurring in the
discussion of the linear theory, (6.13), with e(t) replaced
by
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5St„,[X(r)j6'(t, X(r)]= +(F(t,X(r)])5X t
and with kJ(t, t') replaced by
K,(t, t')=A' '( [bF(t,X(r)],AF(t', X(r)]I ) .
(7.20)
(7.21)
In writing out these identifications we have made use of
Eqs. (7.10b), (7.15), and (7.17) for the expansion
coefficients of &[X(r),g(r)]. Equation (7.21) shows the
kernel KI(t, t';X(r)] is manifestly positive —a necessary
condition for the mechanism of decoherence being dis-
cussed, not to mention the convergence of the integral
(7.19) with the expanded exponent.
Under the assumption that only a narrow range of g(t)
near zero contributes to the integral (7.19), it is a good
further approximation to neglect the constraints on the
integration range of g(t) arising from the coarse graining.
The resulting Gaussian integrals can then be carried out,
yielding an expression for p(a) that is the generalization
of Eq. (6.13):
p(a)—= f 5X[det(KI/4~)] '~ exp ——f dt f dt'd(t, X(r)]KI""(t,t';X(r)]6'(t', X(r)] w(Xo, PO),T Ta 0 0 (7.22)
where KP"(t, t';X(r)] is the inverse kernel to
KI(t, t';X(r)] and Po is the momentum of the free action
expressed in terms of Xo and Xo. The measure 5X is dis-
cussed in the Sec. 8 of the Appendix.
The derivation and analysis of the equations of motion
now proceed as in the linear example, with important
differences that we shall mention. The Gaussian form of
the exponent in Eq. (7.22) means that for given Xo and Po
the most significant contribution comes from the histories
with 6(t,X(r)]=0; that is, those whose evolution in time
nearly follows the effective classical equation of motion
5S„„[X(r)]@(t,X(r)]= +(F(t,X(r)])=0 . (7.23)5X t
The probabilities predicted by Eq. (7.22) are, therefore,
those of an ensemble of classical histories individually
correlated in time by the equation of motion (7.23) and
with initial conditions distributed according to the
Wigner function w(XO, PO).
The first term in Eq. (7.23) is the equation of motion of
the distinguished coordinates x' in the absence of any in-
teraction with the remaining coordinates Q ". The
second term is the expected value of the force arising
from that interaction. This is a functional of the trajecto-
ry and will, in general, be nonlocal in time. As we shall
show below, it is retarded as a consequence of quantum-
mechanical causality. It typically leads to dissipation, al-
though under some conditions the energy might actually
increase. The phenomenological force is also generally
dependent on the initial condition ps through Eq. (7.13).
The familiar, phenomenological equations describing, for
example, dissipatiue friction, are characterized by a few
parameters independent of initial conditions and are the
result of further approximations to Eq. (7.23). These are
typically good in situations were there is a significant
contribution only from retarded times that are short
compared to the relaxation times of that part of the bath
that interacts significantly. If the distinguished system
has energy large compared to kT&, it will lose energy to
the bath on the average. The result is a dissipative phe-
nomenological equation, local in time, with parameters
independent of initial conditions, like Eq. (6.15).
Viewed as a generalization of the linear case, the im-
portant point about the equation of motion (7.23) is that
both the free part of the equation of motion and the con-
tribution from the interaction of the x's with the Q's are,
in general, nonlinear in X(t). For the special coarse
grainings in which the variables are divided into a set dis-
tinguished by the coarse graining and a set ignored, we
therefore have a general derivation of the form of the
phenomenological equations of motion. We now discuss
in more detail the implications of quantum-mechanical
causality and quantum noise.
C. Quantum-mechanical causality
implies classical causality
Feynman and Vernon [16] used path integral argu-
ments to show that if g(t) is set to zero for t ) t, , when
&[X(r),g(r)] is independent of X(t) for t ) t, . This re-
sult could be used to show that the force (F(t,X(r)]) is
retarded, that is independent of the path X(r) for values
of ~ greater than t. However, the result also follows easi-
ly from the definitions (7.12), (7.14), and (7.15). Writing
out the expected value of F in the Schrodinger picture,
we have
(F(t,X(r) ] ) =Sp I UT, [X(r)]F(X(t)) U„[X(r)]
Xps UTp[X(r)]] (7.24)
Since U, 0[X(r)] depends on X(r) only for 0(r(t [cf.
Eq. (7.4)], this shows that (F(t,X(r) ] ) is retarded.
The expression (3.1) for the decoherence functional in-
corporates a quantum-mechanical notion of causality. At
one end of the histories, information about the specific
Using the cyclic property of the spur, the composition
law and unitarity of the evolution operators defined by
Eq. (7.4), we may write Eq. (7.24) in the form
(F(t,X(r)])=SpIF(X(t))U, 0[X(r)]ps U, 0[X(r)]] .
(7.25)
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closed system in the form of a density matrix must be
supplied. At the other end is a unit matrix in the form of
a 6 function representing a condition of indifFerence with
respect to states at the end of the histories. This asym-
metry between the two ends of the histories is the arrow
of time in quantum mechanics. (See, e.g. , Refs. [36,2].) It
is by convention that we call the extremity of the histories
next to the density matrix p the past and consider time as
increasing from it.
To predict the future in quantum mechanics, we need
the initial p and information about histories up to the
present. We need no information about the future. That
is quantum-mechanical causality. The retardation of(F(t,X(~)]) expressed by Eq. (7.25) shows that we need
know the trajectory of the distinguished system only from
the time of the initial p to the present to predict the
system's future. That is classical causality. Equation
(7.25) thus shows that quantum-mechanical causality im-
plies classical causality.
The origin and implications of the arrow of time in
quantum mechanics may be usefully discussed using a hy-
pothetical generalization of the quantum mechanics of
closed systems that employs both initial and final condi-
tions [5,4,20]. In this generalization the decoherence
functional would be given by
D(o, 'a)=N f 5q' f 5q pf(qf, qf')
X exp(i [S[q'(r) ] —S[q(r) ] ] /fi)p, (qo, qo ),
R(t) = 6'(t, X(7 )]+X(t,X(7)]=0, (7.27)
where the total force R (t) is distributed according to the
generally nonpositive distributing g [R (r),X(r) ] con-
structed from the decoherence functional according to
Eq. (5.17). The analysis of this section provides an expli-
cit form for 6'(t, X(r)] in Eq. (7.23) and a systematic ap-
proximation scheme for the spectrum of the noise.
When decoherence is good enough that the restriction
on the range of the g integration in Eq. (7.19) arising
from the coarse graining can be neglected, a systematic
perturbation scheme for the approximate probabilities
p(a) can be obtained by expanding the exponent in
powers of g(t). In the leading approximation (7.22), an
explicit expression for the distribution of the Langevin
force is obtained, which is
—1/2 r
rdet exp ——f dt f dt'X (t,X(~)]0 0
XK,'""(t,t ', X(r) ]X(t,X(r) ]
(7.28)
In this leading approximation, the noise is distributed
with a positj, ve Gaussian distribution function whose spec-
trum is fixed by the correlation function
(X(r,X(r) ]L(r',X(r) ] ),
where
(7.26a) = (A/2)K, (t, t ', X(~) ]
=
—,
'( [bF(t,X(~)],AF(t', X(r)]] ) . (7.29)
'= f dq f dq'pf(q', q)p;(q, q') . (7.26b)
D. Quantum noise
This generalization of quantum mechanics would permit
the future and the past to be treated similarly. Arrows of
time would arise in particular universes where pf is
different from the time-reversed version of p;. In particu-
lar, usual quantum mechanics, represented by Eq. (3.1)
and its associated causality and arrow of time arise for
those universes, like ours, where pf ~I is a good repre-
sentation of the final condition. In more general situa-
tions, with pf not proportional to I, there would be nei-
ther a notion of quantum-mechanical causality nor a no-
tion of "state of the system at a moment of time. " Nor
would the argument described above succeed in deriving
classical causality. There would be advanced as well as
retarded effects.
For the linear problem, that approximation is exact [cf.
Eq. (6.19)], with the further simplifying feature that the
spectrum of Langevin force is independent of the path
X(t).
Higher-order terms in the expansion of the exponent of
Eq. (7.19) may be regarded as providing corrections to
the Gaussian noise. The general expression for the corre-
lation functions is Eq. (5.10). Other corrections to the
Gaussian noise arise from the coarse-graining restrictions
on the range of g integration.
VIII. EXAMPLES AND COMPARISON
WITH CLASSICAL CASES
In this section we specialize the general nonlinear
theory of the preceding section to some particular cases
considered by ourselves and other authors. We begin
with the linear models described in Sec. VI.
In Sec. V we showed how the probabilities of
decoherent sets of coarse-grained histories of the type un-
der discussion could be thought of as the probabilities of
a classical system in which the distinguished coordinates
x' evolve from probabilistically distributed initial condi-
tions according to an equation of motion in the presence
of noise. In the case of a factored initial density matrix,
initial conditions and noise are separately distributed and
the system may be thought as obeying the Langevin equa-
tion (5.18),
A. Recovery of the linear theory
In Sec. VI we derived the equations of motion for
linear systems defined by an influence phase (6.2) that was
quadratic in the coordinates x distinguished by the coarse
graining but containing no linear terms. An inhuence
phase of this form will arise when the free action is quad-
ratic in the coordinates distinguished by the coarse grain-
ing as in Eq. (6.1) when the interaction with the ignored
coordinates Q is linear as in Eq. (6.3), and when the densi-
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ty matrix has the special form (6.4). To recover the linear
equation of motion (6.14) from the nonlinear (7.20), we
need to evaluate (F(t,X(r)]) under these conditions.
Equation (7.25) gives a general expression for(F(t,X(r)]). We know from the general arguments de-
scribed in Sec. VI that, when the interaction between dis-
tinguished and ignored variables is linear as in Eq. (6.3),
the inAuence phase is quadratic in the x's and(F(t,X(r)]) is linear in X(r). It therefore suffices to
evaluate Eq. (7.25) to linear order in a perturbation ex-
pansion in X(r); the higher orders must cancel. The re-
sult is
(8.1)
Here, the forces f(t) are the Heisenberg picture represen-
tatives of the homogeneous, linear functions of the ig-
nored coordinates f(Q(t)) [cf. Eq. (7.11)], and the ex-
pected values ( )o are computed using the time depen-
dence of operators provided by Hamiltonian H0 of the ig-
nored coordinates Q alone, neglecting their interaction
with the x's [cf. Eq. (6.5)]. If we assume, as we did in Sec.
VI, that (f(t) )0=0 [this may always be achieved by a
time-dependent shift in x (t)] then we recover both the
form of the linear equation of motion (6.14) and the ex-
pression for the additional force anticipated in Eq. (6.24).
The derivation of the expression (6.25) for the spec-
trum of quantum noise in the linear problem is even more
straightforward. From the form (7.21) we see that
Kt(t, t') is equal to kt(t, t') of the linear case. Since we
assumed (f(t)) vanished for the linear problem [cf. Eq.
(6.23)], Eq. (7.21) involves only the expected value of
I f(t),f(t') J. However, general arguments for the linear
problem show that when the interaction is of the linear
form (6.3) this expected value, proportional to kt(t, t'), is
independent of the x's. It may thus be evaluated in
zeroth order in perturbation theory in x (t); that is, the
time dependence of the operators in Eq. (7.21) is provided
by the Hamiltonian IIO with no interactions between Q's
and x's. This is the time dependence we denoted by a
subscript zero in Sec. VI, and thus we recover Eq. (6.25).
B. Semilinear systems
Simple expressions for the spectrum of quantum noise
and the kernel of the associated fluctuating force analo-
gous to Eqs. (6.24) and (6.25) have been obtained in more
general cases than strict linearity. A particularly simple
case occurs when the dependence of the total action on
the ignored variables (the Q's) is restricted to be quadra-
tic, but arbitrary dependence on the distinguished vari-
ables (the x's) is allowed in the potential energy and in-
teraction terms. This case was discussed' in purely clas-
We thank T. Brun for these references.
sical situations by Zwanzig [38], and in particular field
theory examples by Ryang and Saito [39], and more re-
cently in a general survey of such problems by Brun [36],
who applies our methods.
Let us consider a specific class of problems. For sim-
plicity, we assume a single distinguished variable x to
avoid matrix notation. Suppose that (i) the action of the
ignored variables So[Q(t)] is a quadratic functional of
the Q's, (ii) the interaction of the Q's and x's is of the
form
&;„,[x(r), Q(r)]= —f dt a(x(t))f(Q(t)),0 (8.2)
where f is homogeneous and linear in the Q's, but a is not
necessarily a linear function of x, and (iii) the density ma-
trix factors as in Eq. (3.8) and has the special form (6.4).
Under these conditions the inhuence phase will be a func-
tional that is at most quadratic in a(x(t) ), and its form is
given by Eq. (6.2) with x (t) and x'(t) replaced by a(x(t) )
and a (x '(t) ), respectively, assuming, as before, that linear
terms vanish. The equation of motion will then be of the
form (7.23), with the force arising from the interaction
given by
(F(t,X(r)] & =a'(X(t)) f dt'k~(t, t')a(X(t')),0 (8.3)
X(t,X(r)]=a'(X(t))l(t), (8.4)
where l (t) is a Gaussian random force with a spectrum
given by Eqs. (6.20) and (8.4). The Langevin equation
describing both dissipation and fluctuations in this ap-
proximation is then
5St„„[X(r)]
5X(t)
+a'(X(t)) f dt'k~(t, t')a(X(t'))+l(t) =0 .0
6'(t, X(r))=
(8.5)
A fluctuation-dissipation theorem of the form given by
Eq. (6.30) continues to hold.
C. Equations of motion for semilinear classical
coarse-grained systems
The evolution of a classical Hamiltonian system is, of
course, deterministic and essentially reversible when fol-
lowed in all detail. In a coarse-grained description, how-
ever, such systems will, in general, approximately obey
effective equations of motion including the effects of dissi-
pative forces and with deviations from these equations
produced by classical noise. The classical problem analo-
gous to that considered in this paper would be to derive
where a'=da/dX. Here, k~, as before in Eq. (6.24), is
proportional to the expected value of the commutator of
f(Q(t)) evolved in time without the interaction with the
x's. Linear terms in the inAuence phase would give rise
to a nonzero value of (f(t) )o and an additional term in
Eq. (8.3) of the form a'(X(t))(f(t))o. With the addition
of this term, the result (8.3) is equivalent to that of Brun
[36], who does not eliminate linear terms in the influence
phase. The Langevin force X(t) is given by the formula
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the Langevin equation for the motion of some followed
variables x(t) that are interacting with some ignored
variables Q(t) whose initial conditions are probabilistical-
ly distributed according to some given rule. To our
knowledge, this kind of problem has not been considered
classically for the nonlinear situations discussed in Sec.
VI. However, it has been worked out by Zwanzig [38] for
the semilinear systems treated in the preceding subsec-
tion. Brun [36] has shown that the Langevin equation de-
duced from quantum mechanics coincides with Zwanzig s
result in the limit A —+0 as it must. We briefly review
Zwanzig's derivation and Brun's demonstration here.
Again, we assume for simplicity a single distinguished
variable x(t) interacting with an assembly of oscillators
according to Eq. (8.2). The free action So[Q(t)] and the
function f(Q(t)) are given explicitly by Eqs. (6.5) and
(6.6), respectively. The classical equation of motion for
the Q's following from Eqs. (6.5) and (8.2) may be solved
explicitly with the result
Q~(t)=l "(t)— f dt'si n[co„(t t')]C—„a(X(t')) .mm& 0
=0, (8.7)
where
l(t) = g C„l~(t) (8.8)
and we have made use of the fact that the sum of retard-
ed Green's functions from Eq. (8.6) enters Eq. (8.7) as the
combination we called kz (t, t') in Eq. (6.8a).
If the initial conditions for the Q's are probabilistically
distributed, then the motion X(t) will be probabilistically
distributed as well. The initial conditions of the Q s are
the initial conditions of the free oscillator motions I (t).
In Eq. (8.7), the only way these initial conditions enter is
through the function I(t) defined in Eq. (8.8). Equation
(8.7) may, therefore, be interpreted as a Langevin equa-
tion with a stochastic force a'(X(t))l(t). The time depen-
dence of this force is known because the I "(t) in Eq. (8.8)
satisfy the harmonic oscillator equations of motion.
When the values of the Q's and their conjugate momenta
are distributed thermally, the correlation functions of this
noise are easily calculated. The classical phase-space dis-
tribution analogous to the thermal bath used in Refs.
[13,16] is
(8.6)
Here, I "(t) is the solution of the free oscillator equations
following from the action (6.5) with the same initial posi-
tion and momentum as Q "(t). This result for Q (t) may
be substituted into the classical equation of motion for
X(t) The .result is an equation of motion for X of the
form
5St„,[X( r ) ] +a'(X(t)) f dt'k~(t, t')a(X(t'))+l(t)6X(t) 0
Zwanzig in Ref. [38] with slightly different results. ) The
result is Gaussian noise with ( l(t) ),=0 and
(l(t)l(t')), =kT g —cos[co~(t t')]-
m cog
,
'k—f '—(t,t') . (8.10)
Equations (8.7) and (8.10) are essentially the results of
Zwanzig [38]. We note that the spectral weights of the
spectrum of the fiuctuations (8.10) and of the kernel of
the dissipative force term (6.8a) as defined by Eq. (6.29)
are related by
kl"(co)=(2kTslco)k~(co) . (8.1 1)
This is the classical fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
As discussed by Brun, the Langevin equation of the
quantum-mechanical problem (8.5) coincides in form
with Eq. (8.7) derived classically by Zwanzig [38]. The
only difFerence is that the noise spectrum fikt(t, t') is
given by Eq. (6.8b) in the quantum-mechanical case and
by Eq. (8.10) in the classical one. Indeed, the two expres-
sions coincide in the classical limit as they must. The
classical noise is entirely thermal. When quantum
mechanics is taken into account there is quantum noise
as well.
IX. MORE GENERAL COARSE GRAININGS
The coarse grainings discussed in the previous sections
are limited to those that distinguish a fixed subset of the
coordinates q~. Coarse grainings that realistically de-
scribe a quasiclassical domain are not of this simple type.
As we have discussed elsewhere [2], it is likely that a
quasiclassical domain will be described by, among other
things, coarse graining with respect to ranges of values of
the averages of densities of conserved or approximately
conserved quantities over suitably small volumes. Exam-
ples are the densities of energy, momentum, charge,
current, nuclear species, etc. Together with field aver-
ages, these are the "hydrodynamic" variables that enter
into the differential equations of classical physics.
Sufficiently large volumes would give these variables
enough "inertia" to enable them to resist the deviations
from predictability caused by the interactions that effect
decoherence, as we have described in the earlier sections.
The coarse grainings discussed in this paper must be
generalized in two ways to discuss such variables. They
must be generalized to allow the original fine-grained
description to involve momenta as well as coordinates.
They must also be generalized to permit coarse grainings
by ranges of values of averaged densities. These corre-
spond to no particular fixed subset of coordinates. In this
section we introduce the machinery necessary to consider
such coarse grainings, although we do not carry out an
analysis of the circumstances in which they decohere or
behave quasiclassically.
p'(110, Qo ) ~ exp[ —IIO(IIO, Qo)/kT~ ], (8.9) A. Phase-space coarse grainings
where H0 is the classical Hamiltonian corresponding to
So. (A slightly different distribution was assumed by
A fairly general class of coarse grained histories may
be obtained by considering partitions of the coordinates
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q~ at some times and their conjugate momenta m.& at oth-
ers. More specifically, we consider partitions defined by
alternatives at a set of times {tk ] by an exhaustive set of
exclusive configuration space regions {6" I at some of
the times tk and by an exhaustive set of regions of
momentum space {b. J at other of the times tk. In this
section, concerned only with this type of coarse graining,
we will reserve the notation {P" (tI, ) I for projections of
configuration-space alternatives and introduce the nota-
tion {P" ( tk ) I for a set of orthogonal projections onto ak
set of exclusive momentum space regions. The sets of
histories we are considering consist of sequences of sets of
either P's or P's at times t„.. . , t„. The decoherence
functional for such a set of histories is given generally by
Eq. (4.5). We now show that it has a sum-over-histories
representation by path integrals in phase space.
Utilizing complete sets of coordinates eigenstates, we
may write the decoherence functional (4.5) in the form
D(a', a)= f dq& f dqI f dqo f dqo6(q& q&)&—q&T~C ~ ~q00&p(qo, qo)&qoO~C ~q&T & . (9.l)
The matrix elements of the C may be written as the
compositions of sequences of propagators between
definite coordinate or momentum eigenstates. For exam-
ple, if P (t, ) is a projection onto a momentum region
1
b, ' (t& ) and P (t2) onto a coordinate region b, (t2) we
1 2 2
can write
&q"t"~q't'& = f 5pexp{iS[vr(t), q(t)]I%I,
where S[rr, q ] is the canonical form of the action:
S[rr, q ]=f dt [7r&( t )q ~( t) —H( ~( t), q ( t) ) ]
and of course,
(9.4)
(9.5)
&qtT~C ~qo0& =&q~T~P (t2)P (t~)~q00& (9.2)
in the Schrodinger picture as
f dq2 f, der&&qIT~q2t2&&q2t2~m&t& &&a&t~ ~q&0& .
2 cx I
(9.3)
The propagators in Eq. (9.3) may be represented as
phase-space path integrals if the Hamiltonian H(rr, q ) as-
sociated with the action S[q(t)] is of a suitably simple
form [39,40]. In particular, they can be so represented if
H(vr, q ) is a sum of a function of the m's and a function of
the q's. For example,
The integral is over phase-space paths between t' and t"
weighted by the invariant Liouville measure and restrict-
ed by the conditions that they intersect a' at t' and q" att". The details of these integrations are spelled out in
Sec. A of the Appendix.
By inserting Eq. (9.5) into Eq. (9.4) and Eqs. (9.6) and
(9.4) into Eq. (9.2), one arrives at a sum-over-histories
form for the decoherence functional for phase-space
coarse grainings:
D(a', a)= f 5p' f 5@6(q&—q&)exp(i{ S[m'( r), q( r)] —S[m(r), q(r)]I I%)p(qo, qo) . (9.7)
The integral is over phase-space paths restricted by the
coarse graining. For example, the integral over rr(t) and
q(t) is over the phase-space paths that thread the inter-
vals in either coordinate or momentum space correspond-
ing to the history o;. There is no integration over the ini-
tial momenta mo and m.o but unrestricted integrations over
the final momenta
~& and m&. Again, the details of this
and the measure are in Sec. A of the Appendix.
In usual cases where the Hamiltonian in Eq. (9.5) is
quadratic in all momenta, the momentum dependence in
the integrand in Eq. (9.7) is that of a Gaussian. For those
coarse grainings that restrict only the coordinates q~ and
ignore the momenta m&, the integrals over momenta may
be carried out explicitly. The result is the Lagrangian
path integral for the decoherence functional (3.1).
Indeed, it is by this route that the measure in that path
integral is usually derived from the canonical, Liouville,
"dp dq/(2M)" measure on paths in phase space.
There is no obstacle to letting the time of a coarse
graining by momenta coincide with that of a coarse
graining by coordinates. Even in the quantum mechanics
of measured subsystems it is possible to consider a mea-
surement of position followed after an arbitrarily short
time interval by a measurement of momentum. Care
must be taken, however, to specify the order of the coarse
grainings when two such times coincide. Since the corre-
sponding operators do not commute, a projection on a
range of momentum at one time followed immediately by
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a projection on a range of position defines a different his-
tory from one with the operators in the opposite time or-
der.
With this machinery in hand, we may now consider
phase-space coarse grainings, analogous to those of Sec.
III, in which the phase-space coordinates (m&, q~) are di-
vided into canonically conjugate pairs (p„x') that are
distinguished by the coarse graining while the remaining
pairs (II„,Q ) are ignored. A simple, interesting, and
important class of models is obtained by assuming that
the action decomposes according to Eq. (3.2) with S&„,
and So quadratic in time derivatives and the interaction
independent of all time derivatives. (A slight generaliza-
tion would then be needed to deal with a system of parti-
cles interacting electromagnetically. ) The decomposition
of the Hamiltonian corresponding to these assumptions is
H(m, q)=Hr„, (p, x)+Ho(II, Q)+H;„,(x, Q), (9.8)
where Hf„, and Ho have a quadratic momentum depen-
dence. The simplifying consequence of these assumptions
is that the Gaussian integrals over the momenta II~ in
Eq. (9.7) may all be carried out explicitly. The remaining
integrals over the Q have the same form as they do in
the Lagrangian path integral and may be summarized by
a single influence phase W[x'(t), x(t)] defined by Eq.
(3.3). The decoherence functional for phase-space coarse
grainings may then be written
D(a', a)= f dp' f dp 5(xf —xf )exp(iIS&„,[p'(r), x'(r)] —Sf„,[p(r), x(r)]+ W[x'(r), x(r)]] /A')p(xo, xo),a' a (9.9)
with p defined by Eq. (3.4).
Equation (9.9) shows that coarse grainings in which a fixed set of coordinates or their conjugate momenta are fol-
lowed at a sequence of times while all others are ignored may be studied by path integral techniques. The form of Eq.
(9.5), however, allows an immediate and important distinction to be drawn between coordinate coarse grainings and
momentum coarse grainings. Coordinate alternatives will decohere if 8' has a positive imaginary part that becomes
large as x (t) and x (t) are increasingly distinct. However, there is no corresponding mechanism leading to the decoher-
ence of momentum alternatives for this class of models.
In the case of the linear models discussed in Sec. VI, this conclusion may be made more precise by following a few
steps that led to the derivation of the equations of motion. Introduce variables for the momenta analogous to those for
the coordinates in Eq. (5.4):
~(t) =p'(&) —p(t),
P(&)=
—,
' [p'(&)+ p(t) ] .
(9.10a)
(9.10b)
The exponent in Eq. (9.7) may now be reexpressed in terms of the variables of Eqs. (5.4) and (9.7) and, after a few in-
tegrations by parts, put in the form
Sfpee [p '(r), x '(r) ] +Sf)pe [p (r),x (r) ]+ W[x '(r), x (r) ]
= —g+, + f dt mt(t) X(t) +g (—t) P(t)+ +—f dt'k~(r, r')X(r')QH g . (3H0 BP(t) aX(t) 0
+—f dr f dt'gt(t)k, (t, t')g(t') .4 o o (9.1 1)
The terms in square brackets on the right-hand side of
Eq. (9.11) are Hamilton's equations of motion augmented
by terms describing the additional forces arising from the
interaction of the (p, x ) subsystem with the rest. Howev-
er, we cannot conclude that these equations of motion are
valid for phase-space coarse grainings. The last term in
Eq. (9.11) makes the integrand of Eq. (9.9) small when
g'%0 and thereby enforces the decoherence of coordinate
alternatives. However, the absolute value of that in-
tegrand is uniformly distributed in m. Unless the integra-
tion over the other variables makes Eq. (9.11) small for
m+0 there will be no decoherence of momentum alterna-
tives. ' In cases when momentum alternatives cannot
even be assigned probabilities there is a fortiori no issue
Such cancellation leading to the decoherence of momentum
alternatives occurs, for example, in the case of a free, nonrela-
tivistic particle. The conservation of momentum means that
projections onto ranges of momentum at difFerent times com-
mute and a history composed exclusively of such projections
will automatically decohere. We thank J. Halliwell for pointing
this out to us.
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of whether the probability is high for their correlation in
time by an effective equation of motion. The origin of
this distinction between coordinates and momenta in this
model is, as has been remarked by many authors, that the
interaction Hamiltonian is local in coordinates but not in
momentum.
This analysis of both coordinate and momentum coarse
grainings stresses an important if familiar point. Two
coarse grainings that would be essentially indistinguish-
able classically may have very different properties quan-
tum mechanically. The present example; illustrates this
with coarse grainings by momentum, p(t), and by the
difference in coordinates at two nearby times
M[x(t+e) x(t)] I—E The.se two types of coarse graining
may have essentially different properties with respect to
decoherence even though they would be indistinguishable
on the basis of classical physics when the decoherence
time-scale is much shorter than characteristic dynamical
time scales of the classical motion. Evidently, consider-
able care is required in identifying the variables through
which quasiclassical behavior is to be defined in quantum
mechanics.
B. Densities
The most important generalization of the coarse grain-
ings studied in this paper is to cases where the variables
that are distinguished are not limited to a fixed set of fun-
damental coordinates. To coarse grain by the value of
the baryon number in a small spatial volume, for exam-
ple, is not the same as following some particular subset of
the fields of a fundamental field theory. We shall discuss
how, in principle, more general and realistic coarse grain-
ings can be treated by techniques analogous to those used
to discuss the special cases of this paper. Our considera-
tions are essentially formal and we have not pushed the
analysis far enough to derive equations of motion in these
realistic cases. Our discussion, however, indicates a route
by which that might be accomplished.
A very general and useful class of coarse grainings is
obtained by partitioning the fine-grained histories accord-
ing to the values of functionals of them. To illustrate an
interesting case in a manageable notation, we consider a
field theory with a single charged scalar field P(x, t). A
set of functionals leading to coarse grainings relevant for
the present discussion consists of the values of the charge
density at time t averaged over a small spatial volume V
at different spatial points I:
(9.12)
where j (x, t) is the charge density expressed in terms of
P(x, t). The fine-grained histories, P( xt), may be parti-
tioned into exhaustive and exclusive classes by the values
of J ( xt). (Partition by ranges of values of these aver-
aged densities would be a further coarse graining. ) Con-
sider a particular value u(x, t). (The conventional use of
p for charge density is precluded by its use here for the
density matrix. ) The coarse-grained history correspond-
ing to u(x, t ) consists of all those P(x, t ) for which the in-
tegral (9.12) has this value.
The decoherence functional for a pair of histories
coarse-grained by particular values of the charge density
1s
D['(x, t), u(x, r)]=f 5y f5y5[p'(x, T)—p(x, T)]5[J' (x, t) —u'(x, t)]
Xexp((i/R)[S[P'(x, t)] S[P(x, t)]I )5[J (x,—t) —u(x, t)]p[P'(x, O), P(x, O)] . (9.13)
The first 5 functional in Eq. (9.13) enforces the coin-
cidence of the histories at the final time T as in Eq. (9.1).
The other two 5 functionals restrict the fields in the in-
tegral to the coarse-grained histories labeled by u'(x, t)
and u (x, t ). Of course, making precise sense of a formal
expression like Eq. (9.13) raises many mathematical issues
that we shall not pursue here.
The decoherence functional D[u'(x, t), u(x, t)] is the
generalization of D[x'(t), x(t)] considered in the simple
models of the earlier sections of this paper. In those
cases a fixed set of variables describing the fine-grained
histories of a single oscillator were distinguished by the
coarse graining while the variables describing the other
oscillators were ignored. In the case of a coarse graining
by the average value of a density over a volume, one
could loosely say that the "variables" describing the
different field configurations internal to the volume and
consistent with a given average value are ignored. Hence
there is no subset of the fundamental fields or linear
transformation of them that describes these "internal
variables. " That is why D[ ( utx) ( ut)x] is a generaliza-
tion of D[x'(t), x(t)].
The form of D[u'(x, t), ( utx)] may be brought in
closer analogy with Eq. (3.5) by representing some of the
5 functionals in Eq. (9.13) as exponential integrals:
5[J (x, t) —u(x, t)]
= f 5y exp i f d"xy( t)x[J ( tx) —u(x, t)]
(9.14)
Then, Eq. (9.13) becomes
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D[u'(x, t)v(x, t)]=f5y'f 5y f5p'f 5/5[/'(xT) —p(x, T)]
Xexp —S[P'(x, t)] S—[P(x, t)]+f d xy'( xt)[J' (x, t) —u'(x, t)]
—f d x y(x, t)[J (x, t) —v( xt)] p[P'(x, O), P(x, O)] . (9.15)
The integral in Eq. (9.15) is of a familiar form in a field
theory with sources and should be accessible to standard
approximation techniques. Of course, to study the puta-
tive "hydrodynamic" variables of a quasiclassical
domain, coarse graining by the densities of other approxi-
mately conserved quantities such as energy, momentum,
baryon number, as well as the averages of long-range
fields, must be considered. Once the decoherence func-
tional is calculated from expressions such as Eq. (9.14),
the circumstances in which such coarse-grained sets of
histories decohere can be investigated and their equations
of motion derived by the methods of Sec. VII. An impor-
tant question will be the closure of any such set of equa-
tions of motion. However, we have not yet progressed
beyond this formal sketch of the route to a derivation of
the classical equations of motion for realistic quantum
systems.
X. CONCLUSIONS AND PROGRAM
Instead of merely summarizing the results obtained in
this article and the future directions of research sketched
in the last section, let us relate them to the program (of
understanding quantum mechanics and its relation to
quasiclassical experience) in which we have been engaged,
and which involves many elements elucidated by other
authors over the last 35 years. We shall briefly review
that program and where the present work fits into it.
We start with the quantum mechanics of a closed sys-
tem representing the universe (with a deliberately
simplified treatment of the complications caused by quan-
tum gravity). There is a dynamical theory of all the ele-
mentary particles and their interactions, which we take
to be described by an action or a Lagrangian or a Hamil-
tonian H, and also a Heisenberg density matrix (or initial
density matrix) p. The question is how the quasiclassical
domain of familiar experience comes to be an emergent
feature of the system characterized by H and p.
A "measurement situation" can often be characterized
as one in which some variable comes into strong correla-
tion with the quasiclassical domain. The quasiclassical
domain also permits, for certain probability tracks, cer-
tain spatial regions, and certain epochs of time, enough
classical predictability for the evolution of complex adap-
tive systems that learn, observe, and record, and also uti-
lize, in some approximation, the probabilities assigned by
quantum mechanics, on the basis of p and H, to different
alternative coarse-grained histories. (Presumably, it is
the quasiclassical correlations, representing near certain-
ties, that are easiest to utilize. ) Observations by such
complex adaptive systems, which we call IOUS's (infor-
mation gathering and utilizing systems) when they are
functioning as observers, are then considered to be actual
measurements.
A quasiclassical domain is defined by decoherence, a
measure of classical predictability, and some sort of max-
imality (such as what we have called "fullness" [4]). The
first requirement is decoherence, that is, enough coarse
graining of the alternative histories of the universe so
that there is, exactly or to a very good approximation, no
interference between the alternative coarse-grained his-
tories, as measured by the decoherence functional.
Decoherence requires coarse graining that goes far
beyond the modest requirement imposed at each instant
of time by the uncertainty principle. The mechanism of
decoherence involves the loss of phase information as a
result of the coarse graining and is associated with noise
that inextricably combines quantum fluctuations and
classical statistical fluctuations, both necessary for the
decoherence.
All of that is most obvious, of course, in the instruc-
tive, although oversimplified models in which the coarse
grainings include an average over some fixed set of vari-
ables (the ignored ones) while following others (the dis-
tinguished ones) more or less coarsely. The ignored vari-
ables, through their interactions with the distinguished
ones, carry away the phases and are responsible for the
fluctuations.
The fluctuations, of course, cause departures from any
effective (or phenomenological) classical equations of
motion for the distinguished variables. But a high degree
of decoherence requires very large fluctuations, which
threaten to produce very great departures from classical
predictability. Thus, for the coarse graining to yield a
quasiclassical domain, it is essential that the dis-
tinguished variables carry very high inertia so as to resist
most of the large fluctuations and follow the effective
equations of motion with only small deviations over long
stretches of time and with only occasional large ones.
That high inertia is achieved by even much coarser grain-
ing than was required for the decoherence itself.
The requirement of fullness, a kind of maximality, was
discussed in Ref. [3]. For the coarse graining defining a
quasiclassical domain to be an emergent feature of the
universe characterized by H and p rather than an artifact
chosen by some IGUS, it should be as refined a descrip-
tion of the universe as possible consistent with the re-
quirements of decoherence and quasiclassicality. In Ref.
[3] we proposed, for the case of perfect decoherence, the
notion of a "full" set of alternative coarse-grained his-
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tories to capture this idea of maximal refinement. Any
"full" set belongs to an equivalence class defined by a
basis in Hilbert space, provided the density matrix p cor-
responds to a pure state. (If it does not, and especially if
it has a great many eigenstates with nonzero eigenvalues,
then the condition of "strong decoherence" discussed in
Ref. [3] is too strong and the associated discussion of
maximality requires modification. )
We have posed the question as to whether there could
be various kinds of essentially inequivalent quasiclassical
domains or whether any quasiclassical domain is more or
less equivalent to any other. The former case poses some
challenging intellectual puzzles, especially if we imagine
IGUS's evolving in relation to each of the essentially ine-
quivalent quasiclassical domains.
There is, of course, an indication from our everyday
experience of some of the features of a particular quasi-
classical domain. It involves distinguished variables that
are more or less hydrodynamic in character; they are in-
tegrals or averages over small regions of space of con-
served or nearly conserved densities and of fields coupled
to those densities. The regions must be large enough to
produce sufBcient inertia to resist most of the Auctuations
associated with the coarse graining and small enough to
implement the requirements of "fullness. " It is clear,
however, that the distinguished variables cannot be
defined once and for all, but depend on history. For ex-
ample, the suitable hydrodynamic variables under the
conditions that prevailed before the condensation of the
solar system involved much bigger volumes than those
that were suitable inside the planets after they were
formed. That is why the models in which the ignored
variables are fixed for all time are only instructive exam-
ples and not general enough for the realistic case.
Our program thus aims at describing a quasiclassical
domain with history-dependent distinguished variables
resembling hydrodynamic ones and obeying eA'ective clas-
sical equations of motion apart from small fIuctuations
and occasional large ones, some of which result in the
need for redefinition (for later times) of the distinguished
variables.
In this article we have, for the most part, confined our-
selves to a model in which the distinguished variables are
separated once and for all from the ignored ones and are
also, unlike the hydrodynamic ones, coordinate variables
of the fundamental theory, like modes of a scalar field,
with kinetic energy bilinear in the time derivatives and
the rest of the energy not involving the time derivatives.
We have also restricted attention to initial density ma-
trices that factor into the product of a density matrix for
the distinguished variables and one for the ignored ones.
With those simplifying assumptions, we identify the
efFective classical equations of motion and the Gaussian
part of the noise that disturbs them.
We divided into two parts the quantum-mechanical
process of prediction for further coarse grainings of the
histories of the distinguished system. First, there is the
calculus of amplitudes for histories fine-grained in the
distinguished variables and of the bilinear combinations
of amplitudes that define the decoherence functional.
Second, there are the requirements of decoherence for
deriving consistent probabilities from these amplitudes
for histories that are further coarse-grained.
We assumed that the requirements of decoherence
were satisfied (although we discussed mechanisms by
which this happens) and examined when the probabilities
for histories favored classical predictability.
We started with a general formulation that applies to
fully nonlinear systems. By performing a functional
Fourier transform on the decoherence functional with
respect to the difFerence in the distinguished coordinates
on the left and right, we introduced a distribution func-
tion for the "total force" (including the inertial term) that
acts on the distinguished system along its history. Like
the analogous Wigner distribution at a moment of time, it
is not generally positive.
Utilizing the distribution of the "total force, " we were
able, even in nonlinear cases, to represent the probabili-
ties of a decoherent set of coarse-grained histories as the
probabilities of a classical dynamical system governed by
a Langevin equation incorporating history dependent
noise. The initial conditions of this classical system are
distributed according to the Wigner distribution and the
noise according to the distribution of "total force" men-
tioned above. Both distributions are generally nonposi-
tive, which distinguishes them from classical ones, al-
though the resulting probabilities for decohering sets of
histories are, of course, positive. When the noise is small
compared with the inertial term in the equation of
motion, the coarse-grained histories are classically deter-
ministic.
As suggested by the simple physical picture of phases
being carried away by the interaction of the distinguished
subsystem with the ignored variables, there is a connec-
tion between decoherence and noise. This was exhibited
by writing the decoherence functional for the dis-
tinguished variables as an integral of an average density
matrix times an exponential, and expanding the argument
of the exponential in powers of the generalized vector.
g(t) that measures the difference between the dis-
tinguished variables as functions of time on the left- and
right-hand sides of the decoherence functional. After a
partial integration, the linear term has the form
i liri Ig (t)6'(t)dt and the equation C(t) =0 is precisely the
effective classical equation of motion for X(t), which is
the average of the distinguished coordinate variables on
the left and on the right. The second term in the expan-
sion of the argument of the exponential is
—(I /4A) f Jg (t)Kt(t, t')g(t')dt dt',
where Kz is the positive kernel describing the Gaussian
noise, and can be thought of as the self-correlation [de-
pending in general on X(t)] of a Langevin force X(t) add-
ed to the equation of motion.
There are, in general, higher terms in the expansion,
corresponding to the fact that coarse-grained quantum
mechanics is not exactly equivalent to effective classical
equations of motion accompanied by Gaussian noise.
However, we are interested in the case of approximate
decoherence of the coarse-grained histories, meaning that
g(t) is mostly confined to very small values. When KI is
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very large, this is achieved, provided that the higher
terms are not somehow still more important. However,
large KI means large noise and that is the connection be-
tween decoherence and noise. We, therefore, also impose
the requirement of a very large inertia matrix M, so that
the huge noise is mostly resisted and the effective classical
equations of motion are followed with high probability by
the distinguished variables.
For pedagogical reasons, we started by reviewing the
completely linear case, studied extensively by Feynman
and Vernon [16], Caldeira and Leggett [13], Unruh and
Zurek [40], etc. There the noise correlation kt(t, t') is
just a numerical function and the effective equation of
motion for X(t) is linear, with a frictional force
J k„(t,t')X(t')dt'
that is, in general, nonlocal in time. When the effective
density matrix is diagonal in the energy of the ignored
variables, then the numerical functions kI and kz depend
on t —t' only and are related to each other by the
fluctuation-dissipation theorem. In the Fokker-Planck
limit, kt is proportional to 5(t t') and kii—to 5'(t t')—
and the coefficients are related by a very simple
Auctuation-dissipation relation.
We then generalized to the nonlinear case discussed
above. That is the principal content of this paper, and the
work can be applied to many problems, as in Refs. /1$ and
/36$. We also treated more general coarse grainings, in
which both generalized coordinates and generalized mo-
menta are utilized and what had been a Lagrangian for-
mulation turns into what is essentially a Hamiltonian for-
mulation.
Finally, we pointed out the desirability of removing the
remaining two unrealistic conditions, that the dis-
tinguished variables have their time derivatives occurring
in the action only in a bilinear kinetic energy term, and
that the distinguished variables be defined independent of
history. We are studying the mathematical problems
posed by these generalizations. If the first difficulty can
be overcome, then one should be able to treat the
effective classical equations of motion and the Langevin
force for distinguished variables that include the hydro-
dynamic quantities of familiar quasiclassical experience.
If the second and greater difficulty can be overcome,
and history dependence introduced into the coarse grain-
ing, then we may begin to tackle the deep problem of in-
troducing individuality into quantum mechanics. Actual
alternative histories deal, of course, in large part with in-
dividual objects such as our galaxy, the Sun, the Earth,
biological organisms on the Earth, and so forth. Yet dis-
cussions of quantum mechanics up to now have typically
treated such individual objects only as external systems,
labeled as "observers" and "pieces of apparatus. " If his-
tory dependence can be properly introduced into the ex-
plicit treatment of quantum mechanics, then we may be
able to handle individuality with the care that it deserves.
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APPENDIX: PATH INTEGRALS
In the body of this paper we have formally manipulat-
ed both configuration space and phase-space path in-
tegrals. We define those integrals more carefuHy in this
Appendix and use the definitions to show that the formal
manipulations we have used are legitimate.
A. Phase-space integrals
We begin by deriving an explicit expression for the
most general path integral occurring in the decoherence
functional for sets of histories coarse grained both by re-
gions of configuration space and regions of momentum
space, as discussed in Sec. IX. To keep the notation
manageable, we shall assume for the moment that we are
considering a one-dimensional system with coordinate q,
momentum ~, and a Hamiltonian of the form
H(vr, q)= + v(q, t) .2M (A 1)
(A2)
Here we have written P~ and P to recall explicitly that
2 1
we are dealing with projections onto a configuration
space region 6 and on a momentum space region b.
2 I
respectively.
We now cast the right-hand side of Eq. (A2) into a
phase-space path integral form. We shaH be brief because
the construction is a standard one [41,42]. We divide the
interval [0,T] up into JV equally spaced time slices
7p —0, 'T), 'T2, . . . 7 y i, 7 y —T with an interval e =T/S
between them. We assume that the times t, and t2 coin-
cide with two of these slices for a sequence of N's tending
to infinity. Let K, and K2 be the labels of the slices cor-
responding to t, and t2, respectively, understanding that
these are functions of N. Write the propagators in Eq.
The generalization to larger-dimensional configuration
spaces is obvious. A set of histories consisting of chains
of just two projections, one on momentum space region
{b. } at time t, and the other on configuration space re-
1
gion {b, } at time t2, will suffice to illustrate the con-2
struction in more general situations. The important ma-
trix elements for the construction of the decoherence
functional are of the form (9.2). They may be expressed
in the Schrodinger picture as
(qf Tlc. lqoo&—:«qf Tlp'. (t, )p. (t, )lq, o&
—iH(T —t2)/A —iH(t2 —t) )/A
=(qfle ' P& e
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(A2) as the product of an appropriate number of factors
of exp( iH—e/fi). Between these factors, on each time
slice except the first, insert a resolution of the identity of
the form
f d~k f dqk Iqk & & qk I~k & & ~k I =I . (A3)
The result is the following expression for the matrix ele-
ment in (A2):
N
&qqTlc. lq00&= f g d~kdqk&qqlqtt &&q~l~~&&~~le ' "Iq+ 1&—k=1
x&qtt &I~~—&&&~-tt-&Ie ' ""lq~-2& . . &qtt, l~'., I~tc, &&~tc, le '"""Iqtt,
x&qx II' lw~ &&~tt le ' '"Iqx, & . &qtl~~&&~, le ' '"Iqo&. (A4)
Now note the relations
(qlm & =e' ~ "/(2M)'~
&qIP I77& =e (q)e' t "/(2M)'
&ql~: l~& =e. (~)e'"'"/(2m)'"
(A5)
(A6)
(A7)
where e (x ) is unity for x in the interval a and zero outside it (Th. e symbol n stands for momentum unless it occurs in
the combination 2M. ) Further, to first order in small e,
(n. le 'H' "Iq&=e ' '""'"e ' ""/(27Th)'" (A8)
where H(n. , q ) is the function given by Eq. (Al). Inserting these relations in Eq. (A4), noting that there is a 5 function
that identifies q& and qI, we find the following expression, which is exact as N —+ ~:
du~ &—1 dmkdqk(q/TIC Iq00&= lim f g e (qx )e (~x )k=1
r
Xexp —g e mi q
—q H(n J,qj „tj—, ) (A9)
This is the definition of the phase-space path integral that we have written in Sec. IX as
(q&TIC Iqo0& = f 5m 5q exp —f dt[m(t)q(t) H(n(t), q(t), t—)]a 0 (A10)
It is an integral over phase-space paths in the class specified by the coarse graining, that is, over paths which pass
through the momentum space region 5 at time t, and configuration-space region 5 at time t2.
1 2
B. Path integrals for the decoherence functional
N —1
&qITIC IqoO&= »m fN~ oo k 1 27Tl 6'A dq. e.„(qx„)
When the coarse graining is only by regions of configuration space, and there is no coarse graining by momentum
space, then the Cxaussian integrals over the hark, k = 1, . . . , N may be carried out in expressions like Eq. (A9) leading to
Lagrangian path integrals for the matrix elements ( qI Tl C IqoO & corresponding to individual histories. For example, a
history defined by a sequence of q intervals 6,6, . . . , 6 at times t„.. . , t„would have
1/2
r 2
1 qj+1 qjXexp —g e —M —V(q , t,).
0 2 e
(A 1 1)
(A12)
Here, E; is the label of the slice corresponding to t; and,
as before, qz =q&.
Equation (Al 1) is the sum-over-paths usually written
(qf TIC Iq00& =f 5q exp[ iS[q(r)]/A'][ep~ef j S[q(r)]=f dt —Mq —V(q, t)0 2 (A13)
where S[q(t)] is the Lagrangian form of the action corre-
sponding to the Harniltonian (A 1):
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In an even more compact notation, where, as in Eq. (3.1),
there is an integration over qo and qf, we have denoted
the restrictions on the range of integration arising from
the coarse graining by an unadorned subscript a on the
integral sign.
The path integral for the decoherence functional con-
sists of two multiple integrals like Eq. (Al 1}over two po-
lygonal paths [qk I and [qk] with additional integrals
over their initial and final end points weighted by the ini-
tial density matrix and final 5 function, respectively.
When, as discussed in Sec. III, the action is of a suitable
form and the coarse graining constrains only a fixed sub-
set x' of the variables of configuration space, the in-
tegrals over the remaining [Qk" ] may be carried out
yielding a path integral involving an influence phase (3.5).
To better understand how formal manipulations are car-
ried out on that path integral we shall now write out the
explicit time-slicing implementation of it following from
Eq. (All). To keep the notation manageable we shall
consider the case where the coarse graining refers to a
single coordinate x and limit attention to the explicitly
linear problem discussed in Sec. VI having a quadratic
influence phase given by Eq. (6.2). The generalizations of
this case should be obvious. The integral (3.5) for the
decoherence functional is then explicitly
N —1
M
dxk dXk2m@~ k =o
D(a', a) = lim fNf~ oo
E ~ (x', x )= g e, (xk )e (xk )i=1 (A15)
X6(x~ x~)E ~ (x,x )
Xexp[iw(x' x }/A'}]P(xo xo}
(A14)
where the functions E ~ and A are defined as follows:
The function E ~ is
and enforces the constraints of the coarse graining. The exponent 3 is the discrete form of Eqs. (6.1) and (6.2), viz.
Kx.J
2 2
1 X. X 1 1 $ X X.A(x', x )= g e —M ——Kx' ——M +—2 e 2 J 2 e 2
N j
+—g g e (x~' —x, )[kz(j, l)(x&'+XI }+ikl(j,l)(x&' —xI)] .j=11=1 (A16)
Here, k~ (j, I ) and kI(j, l ) are the real and imaginary parts of the function k(t, t ) evaluated on the discrete time slices.
In passing from Eq. (Al 1) to (A16) we have made use of the fact that in the limit X~~ it makes no difference in the
Lagrangian path integral whether the integral f V(x(t))dt between time slices is approximated using the value of V at
the start or end of the interval. The form (A16) is slightly more convenient for what follows.
We now change variables in the multiple integral (Al 1) from [xk,xk I to the discrete versions of Eq. (6.11):
k Xk Xk~ Xk 2(Xk+Xk ) (A17)
The Jacobian is unity on each slice so that Eq. (A14) becomes
D(a', a) = lim fN~ oo M2~i@A
N —1
Q dXkdgkk=0
X5(f~ )E ~ Xi+,X)—koan ko2 exp -X+ 'X — 'p o+,Xo (A18)
After a little algebra the exponent may be written
A (X,gi ) = goM—X1 Xo +peg X +1—2X +Xg2 N NKX +—g g—e g .[k~(j, l)X(+ikl(j, l)g, ] .j=11=1
(A19)
Equation (A19) is the discrete analogue of Eq. (6.12) and shows precisely how the second and other derivatives of the
path in that expression are to be interpreted in a time-slicing representation.
We next assume decoherence and carry out the integration over the gk's neglecting the constraints of the coarse
graining as discussed in Sec. III. Note that 3 in Eq. (A19) depends on go only through the first term and that g& =0 be-
cause of the 5 function in Eq. (A14). The result for the diagonal elements of the decoherence functional is explicitly
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p(a) = lim fN —+ oo M2&l E'
'N —2 k
det
4m
—1/2
E ~ (X, ,X~ )
N —1N —1
Xexp ——g g e ej(X )kI""(j,l)e, (X ) to XD, Mj=l l=1
X1—Xo (A20)
In this expression det kI and kI"' are the determinant and
inverse, respectively, of the (X—1)X(X—1) matrix
kI(j, l ),j,l =1, . . . , N 1. Th—e quantity e„ is the
discrete version of the equation of inotion (6.14), namely,
It is this latter expression, in the limit where the number
of slices, X, goes to infinity that gives an explicit meaning
to the functional Fourier transform that we wrote in Eq.
(5.7) as
e (Xi)=—M X +1
—2X +X
g2
N
EX, ——g ek~(j, l )X,1=1 (A21)
D[g( r)]= f 5R exp —f dt g(t)R(t) G[R(r), go] .o
(A24)
and io(X,P) is the Wigner function defined in Eq. (5.2).
Equation (A20) contains the precise measure for the path
integral (6.13) and the precise meaning of the integral
over the Wigner function in it.
C. Functional Fourier transforms
In Sec. V we utilized a functional Fourier transform of
the decoherence functional to define a distribution func-
tional for the total force. Here, we o6'er a more explicit
definition of what such transforms mean. We consider
the case of one-dimensional paths for simplicity. Consid-
er a functional D[g(r)]. On paths that are piecewise
linear between time slices ~o, ~1, . . . , ~N = T this defines a
function, D(go, g„. . . , g~) of the values that g(r) as-
sumes on these slices. This function may be Fourier
transformed in the following way:
N
G (R „.. . , R~; $0)=Af+ d gk'exp ——g elk R k
k=1 k=1
In particular, Eq. (A23) defines the measure 5R. Note
that because of the way that we have differenced the ex-
ponent in Eq. (A24), go remains untransformed and
occurs on both sides of Eq. (A23).
The normalizing factor JV is typically arbitrary and
will cancel from physical expressions such as the
definition of the equation of motion in Eqs. (5.9) and
(5.10). However, mathematically, it must be chosen care-
fully in order that expressions such as Eq. (A22) exist in
the limit N —+~. For example, when the decoherence
functional is given as in Eqs. (6.11) and (6.12) for linear
problems the normalizing factor would depend on Kl and
certainly on e. We assume that such a normalizing factor
always exists for interesting cases.
D. An operator expression for the in8uence functional
XD(go gi . 4 ) (A22)
dRi,
/ i 27r
X
exp
k=1
X G(R „.. . , R~', $0) . (A23)
where e= T/X is the spacing between the time slices and
JV is a normalizing factor. The inverse of this is
D(ko 4»
The infiuence functional exp[iW[x'(r), x(r)]/i''I was
defined by the path integral (3.3) but can be represented
as the operator expression (7.6) when the initial density
inatrix factors as in Eq. (3.6). We now spell out the de-
tails of this connection. By inserting complete sets of
states of the Hilbert space && that are eigenfunctions of
the coordinates Q", the right-hand side of Eq. (7.6) can
be written
p[;0[ (.)]p. U'. [x(.)]]=, fdQ,' fdg, fdg; fdg. fi(g,' —g, )
X & Qj I UTo[x'(r)] IQO & & Qo lpii I go & & Qo I Urto[x(r)] le &
(A25)
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(Q/lU, .[ ( )]lQ. &
= J 5Q e xpIi Sg[x( r), Q( r)]/A],[Qp Qf] (A26)
But ( QI l UT p[x (r) ] l Qp ) is just the propagator in the
Hilbert space && corresponding to unitary evolution by
the time-dependent Hamiltonian H&(x(t)) [cf. Eq. (7.4)]
over the time interval [0,T]. This propagator has an ele-
mentary path integral representation whose derivation we
have reviewed in Sec. B of this Appendix [cf. Eq. (A12)].
It is
where S&[x(r),Q(r)] is the action (7.1) that corresponds
to the Hamiltonian H&(x(t)). The path integral is over
paths that start at time t =0 at Qp and proceed to Qf at
time T and are otherwise unrestricted. Inserting (A26)
into the right-hand side of Eq. (A25), noting [Eq. (7.5)]
that (Qp lpga lQp) =pz(Qp, Qp), and using Eq. (7.1) for
S&[x(r),Q(r)], we recover the expression (3.3) that
defines the infiuence functional expIiW[ x'(r), x( r)]/A].
Thus the identity (7.6) is verified.
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